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Publications and author’s contribution
Included Publications fall into three general categories. First describes an
application (1 & II), second present the underlying theories (III & IV), and
third present empirical evaluations (V & VI). All Publications were based on
similar findings and assumptions discussed in this summary. However, their
specific objectives, formats and forums are different. The Publications I, V,
and VI (also some in Publ. II) report new empirical information about the
perception and use of visualization. Other Publications are more theoretical
or discuss varying experimental findings reported elsewhere.
Publication I - Berg, M., Kaipainen, M., & Kojo, I. (2004). "Enhancing
usability of the similarity map for more accessible politics". Proceedings in 8th
ERCIM workshop - User interfaces for all, Palais Eschenbach, Vienna,
Austria. (pp. 39-46).
The iterative design was described to improve the usability of SOM-based
(Self-Organizing Maps, Sect. 2.3) similarity map prototypes. In a
similarity map, more similar political candidates are placed closer
together than dissimilar ones. The author designed and implemented
several prototype interfaces, which were evaluated using interviews. The
author was responsible for designing and conducting the interviews. At
the time professor Mauri Kaipainen was supervising the author's master's
thesis and provided background for the very early development of the very
first functionalities of the application. The author provided the
background for the usability literature.
Publication II - Berg, M., Marttila, T., Kaipainen, M., & Kojo, I. (2006).
"Exploring political agendas with advanced visualization and interface tools".
e-Service Journal, 4(2), 47-63.
The published service used in the nation-wide Finnish EU elections and
communal elections in 2004 was described. In addition to the similarity
map, the service included sector diagram representations, which were not
evaluated in prototype development. Instead, the use of sector diagrams
was later evaluated in psychophysical experiments in Publication V and
VI. Publication II focuses on navigation, user observations, and user
feedback. The author was responsible of conducting the prototype
development to specify the visual layout and included functionalities of
the application. Topias Marttila converted the Java versions of the
interface to Flash platform before Alma media published the service. The
idea to include also sector diagrams came from Ilpo Kojo. The author was
responsible for discussing the usability of the application and implications
of added exploration. The earlier election engines had only provided a list
of best-matching candidates, but not explorative functions.
Publication III - Berg, M., Schleimer, J.-H., Särelä, J., & Honkela, T. (2005).
"Category learning by formation of regions in conceptual spaces". In L.
Magnani & R. Dossena (Eds.), Computation, Philosophy, and Cognition. (pp.
381-396). London, UK: College Publications
Gärdenfors' (2000) Conceptual Spaces theory was further developed by
being more explicit on category learning process. The learned categories
guide the understanding and subsequent decision-making when exploring
visualized multi-dimensional data. The author was responsible for the
theoretical discussion (on Conceptual Spaces, dynamical systems theory,
and prototype theory) in the article. The theoretical coherence in the
article was obtained through long discourse, where the author contributed
most for the conceptual spaces theory and categorization literature. Jan-
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Henrik Schleimer and Jaakko Särelä contributed for the Artificial Neural
Network literature. Jan-Henrik Schleimer implemented the clustering
algorithms and plotted the figures.
Publication V - Berg, M. & Kojo, I. (2012).“Integrating complex information
with object displays: Psychophysical evaluation of outlines”. Behaviour &
Information Technology, 31(2), 155-169
The perception of individual graphs was studied. The earlier
psychophysical experiments with graphs are reviewed and two new
experiments are reported. The author designed and conducted the
experiments. The author also conducted the calculations of the necessary
measures (similarity distances, staircase-algorithms etc.) and the
statistical testing. As an experienced vision researcher, Ilpo Kojo, gave
many advises to improve the visual and ergonomic conditions of the
experiments. The author provided the review of psychophysical
experiments with visualizations and other related literature.
Publication VI - Berg, M., Kojo, I., & Laarni, J. (2010). “Object displays for
identifying multidimensional outliers from crowded visual periphery”. Journal
of Visual Communication and Image Representation, 21, 880-888.
The earlier research related to eye movement and peripheral vision were
summarized and four new visual search experiments were reported
measuring reaction times and accuracy using either keyboard or eye
movements. The objective was to determine whether the graphs are
evaluated one at a time or all at once. The idea for the experiments 1 and 2
came from Jari Laarni, and the idea for the experiments 3 and 4 came
from Ilpo Kojo. The author was responsible for reviewing the reference
literature and analyzing the new results in terms of earlier ones. For
instance, the author calculated eccentricities and distances to evaluate
peripheral crowding as suggested in referenced literature.

Abbreviations
2-AFC
CS
DR
fMRI
GUI
HCI
HUT
JND
M-D
MDS
PCA
RT
SOM
UI
VCR

Two Alternative Forced Choice
Conceptual Space(s)
Dimension Reduction
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Graphical User Interface
Human-Computer Interaction
Helsinki University of Technology
Just-Noticeable Difference
Multi-Dimensional
Multi-Dimensional Scaling
Principal Component Analysis
Reaction Time
Self-Organizing Map
User Interface
VideoCassetteRecord
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Visualizations have already been used for few centuries to improve
understanding of complex information. During the past few decades,
computers have changed the visualization more than any other factor. The
use of computers has increased the amount of represented data, its
dimensionality, and the potential ways of user interaction. That way the new
technology has also brought new challenges for the users of visualizations.
Due to the new technology, the important relations in the represented data
have become more complex. This complexity causes difficulties for all
humans due to the limited capacities of visual-cognitive processes. These
challenges are so important for users’ understanding that the challenges can
compromise

all

the

benefits

of

using

advanced

computer-based

visualizations. This is especially true for the largest potential user-group of
people that are neither scientist nor experts with the given data. This thesis
discusses those aspects of interactive visualization that are critical for
understanding the visualized information. Special attention is paid to the
initial phase, when the user explores complex data. First, the critical subtasks
for this task are identified. The subtasks are then converted (operationalized)
into criteria to compare and evaluate different graphs by experiments of
cognitive psychology. The most relevant psychological experiments utilize
quantitative methods of psychophysics. The suggested psychophysical criteria
differ from those developed for static graphs in 1980s.
The thesis presents evidence for sequentiality or dynamics in perception of
multi-dimensional

visualizations.

The

presence

of

this

sequentiality

undermines the importance of the traditional psychophysical evaluation
criteria. The sequentiality stems from the inability to receive all the
represented data at once, when the quantities are numerous and the
dimensionality is high. The importance of the sequentiality has increased
with modern computer visualization as the size of easily available information
has increased. Nevertheless, some data-intensive visualizations have existed
already in 19th century (Tufte 1983), and all visualizations of the present day
are certainly not data-intensive. However, many human decisions could be
improved if more data could be taken into account. The suggested sequential
framework to deliver information to the users is presented in Figure 1 and the
included component parts are explained in the following. After defining the
components, users’ perceptual and cognitive challenges are outlined and
related to the sequentiality in the framework. This constitutes the most
important new contribution of this thesis to the framework.

1 Introduction

Parts of the interactive framework

The first part consists of the given multi-dimensional data [‘MD DATA’ in Fig.
1]. This thesis will focus on the challenge of comparing similarities and
finding best-matches from sets of discrete data entities with very many
attributes, corresponding to standard numeric tables. The numeric table
consist of discrete values, for which rows mark the data entities and columns
mark the different variables that define the similarity between the entities.
These variables are considered as dimensions when they are combined in
abstract mathematical data space. Such was the case, when non-experienced
users compared political opinions from hundreds of candidates and searched
for the best alternative just before the communal elections of 2004 in
Helsinki (Publ. II). The use of the visualization involved is analyzed in this
thesis. The general reasons for creating such visualizations have been the
challenges related to (i) comparing large number of items and (ii) utilizing
large number of features (dimensions) in these comparisons (Berg & Kojo,
2011). The first factor in the election data resulted from the large number of
candidates (hundreds) that needed to be compared. The second factor
resulted from the different political issues that each candidate was
commenting.
The second part in the typical visualization scheme is preprocessing of data
before the visualization. Dimension reduction algorithms [‘DR’ in Fig. 1] are
potentially a very useful preprocessing method to handle some of the
challenges related to multi-dimensionality. Scientists and statisticians have
used such algorithms as Principal Component Analysis (PCA, Pearson 1901),
MultiDimensional Scaling (MDS, Shepard 1962), Self-Organizing feature
Maps (SOM, Kohonen 1982; 2002) for quite some time to deal with large
quantities and complexity of data. The comparison of different DR algorithms
is outside the scope of the thesis, but the aim is to make their end-results
more understandable to the common public. This is needed because general
public is also shown to benefit from their use. DR algorithms can create
summaries and simplifications and empower people to utilize more of the
complex information available for their decisions.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of studied interaction. The conceptualization process of
multi-dimensional visualization includes the following parts: [MD DATA] represented multidimensional data, [DR] algorithmic dimension-reduction, [Viz] visualization, and [CS] human
concept formation in Conceptual Spaces. The interaction between user and visualization
includes: [vision] human vision that not only receives the input, but also influences the input
with gaze shifts, and [operation] manual operations that influence the way visualizations are
presented.

The problem is that the visualizations of dimension-reduction algorithms
might not be readily accessible to general public, such as voters.
Inexperienced users might not be able to evaluate the necessary questions of
validity; the appropriateness of the algorithm for the given data and the
possibility of losing important data in the simplification process. In the
context of Internet-use, users should also be convinced that the information
processing is informative, consistent, and relevant for their purposes. The
offered solution is to convert validity assessments into visual assessments of
similarity or consistency. The idea is that user could detect questionable
dimension reduction from the discrepancies between visualizations of
dimension-reduced data and raw data [‘MD DATA’ in Fig. 1]. Users can make
better-informed decision if they can trust on visualizations of dimensionreduced data [‘Viz’], instead of being limited to their cognitive processing
capacities [‘CS’].

Perceptual and cognitive challenges

The use of visualizations is influenced by very many subjective (e.g.,
personality, experience, skills) and contextual (e.g., motivation, fatique,
expectations, culture) factors, but the objective of making general predictions
must compromise many of these factors. Fortunately, situations and user’s
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have much in common and users’ abilities to understand visualized data are
limited by similar perceptual [‘vision’] and cognitive [‘CS’] processes. The
discussed perceptual limitations are often related to eye saccades, the rapid
shifts of visual gaze point. Due to the limits of visual acuity, users of data
intensive visualizations pay attention to spatially distributed details one at a
time (Fig. 2). The quality of perceptually extracted visual features is different
at peripheral vision compared to that at central vision, and this difference is
specific to visual feature (color, line orientation etc.) evaluated. The narrow
extent of high-acuity vision is a surprise to many people as it is approximately
the width of a thumb at normal viewing distance from the computer monitor
(O'Shea 1991). In Figure 2, the blurred peripheral vision provides outlines of
data values with the bar graph (analogical), but not with the numeric table
(digital). Thus, peripherally presented visual information can determine the
search performance. In these examples, the perception of even static figures
can be sequential (perceptual dynamics). Another cause for the sequentiality
in interactive visualization is the interface dynamics [‘Viz’], as only parts of
the data are presented at a time according to manual input [‘operation’]. The
term interaction in this thesis includes both of these factors, perceptual and
interface dynamics, although user-interaction models typically discuss only
the latter.
The limits of visual acuity and sequentiality are the reasons why the
following three subtasks are so influential for the usability of visualizations.
First, peripheral vision is utilized for creating an outline of different parts of
the visualizations (Sect. 5.1). Second, the visual outline is used in attempts to
locate and focus on the relevant details with high-acuity central vision (Sect.
5.1 - 5.4, 6.2). Third, visual memory is used to integrate over these “snap
shots”, so that the details can be related to one another (Sect. 5.1, 6.1). These
perceptual subtasks are important when user attempts to understand dataintensive visualizations because everything cannot be seen at once. The first
subtask was used as design principle in the election services (Publ. I & II) and
the last two are discussed in the following Chapters as evaluation criterion for
graphs in psychophysical experiments (Publ. V & VI).
The integration task is difficult because it is not easy to memorizing the
detailed information across gaze shifts (Publ. IV). Human working memory
capacity is limited to as few as four unrelated items (Cowan 2000; Vogel et al.
2001, unlike the legendary 7 in Miller 1956) and the conceptual challenge
[‘CS’] is to relate the details. The human abilities to relate details of multidimensional data are analyzed with respect to Conceptual Spaces (CS) theory
(Gärdenfors 2000). Thus, human understanding is analyzed only with
respect to the aspects most immediately related to the use of visualizations,
which excludes for instance the long-term development from childhood.
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According to CS theory, human concept formation and categorization takes
the perceived multi-dimensional information as input for subjectively
constructed low-dimensional mental representations. CS theory generalizes
the knowledge about human categorization of simple perceptual stimuli to
very abstract domains such as politics. In both cases, presented information
takes form of high dimensional data points, the data point is mapped to low
dimensional conceptual space, and categorized according to the distances to
each of the alternative categories. This thesis evaluates the empirical evidence
for the three fundamental principles of CS theory. First, conceptual
information is mentally represented in a low-dimensional space. Second, the
mental representation consists of newly constructed dimensions instead of
the perceptual input dimensions, if the input dimensions are numerous.
Third, categorizing an item to a certain subpart of the mental space explains
the decisions based on multi-dimensional information. The categorization
functions by estimating which is the best-match between the item to be
categorized and central tendencies (prototypes) of items in different subparts
of mental representation. The implications of the theory are analyzed for
instance when the users of political applications (Ch. 2) try to understand
opinions of hundreds of candidates on different topics, so that they can
choose the best candidate in the elections. For instance, voter might position
candidates

on

a

subjectively

constructed

conceptual

dimension

of

‘environmental friendliness’ based on several political issues. The constructed
dimensions might not be directly related to any single dimension of input
data, and they can be context dependent. Similarly, the scale for the
conceptual ‘hotness’ was argued to be different for the tap water and the bath
water (Gärdenfors, 2000, p.120).
The challenge with the multi-dimensionality of data is that a person with
limited cognitive capacity might adopt suboptimal strategies without
acknowledging it. Instead of construction low dimensional representations,
one might simply select a subset of the presented attributes. For instance, the
consequence of processing only some of these attributes often lead to
stereotypical and extreme evaluations (e.g., of food and people by Linville
1982). To avoid these consequences, all the attributes need to be processed
and it helps if they can be represented in computationally more-structured
manner either by the human mind [‘CS’] or by the computer [‘DR’ in Fig. 1].
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Fig. 2. Tabular and bar graph representations for human visual system. The three
images on the left represent differently filtered versions of a table. The eye fixations
(numbered circles) and a saccade (dashed line) are marked in red on the figures at the top
row. Below the top row table, the two images are filtered according to the fixations1. The first
fixation (at the middle) is directed to a label and the second (at the bottom) to an illustration
of a data value. These examples illustrate the importance of peripheral vision, as it provides
an outline of quantities in the case of bars.

Overcoming the challenges within the framework

Visualizations are an important way to overcome mental limitations. Figure 2
shows an example of the ways in which visualized forms can be more adapted
to the features of human visual system than alphanumeric forms. Most
importantly, diagrammatic form preserves geometric relations that are only
implicit in sentential symbolic forms (Larkin & Simon 1987). These relations
are by themselves more suitable for humans, if the Conceptual Spaces theory
(discussed in next Section) is valid. By contrast, the argument is less
compelling if the internal representations would be formed as propositions
(logical statements) as was suggested by Pylyshyn (1986) and if there is
nothing special about visual modality. In an alphanumeric representation,
one often needs to re-read the text to find a detail, but in diagrammatic
representation location can index data structures (Larkin & Simon 1987).
This idea is evaluated in this thesis using visual search, an experimental
psychology procedure. Visualizations can externalize information processing
from the required symbolic and logical inferences to perceptual ones (Larkin
& Simon 1987; Koedinger & Anderson 1990; Kirsch 1995; Cheng 1999; Scaife
& Rogers 1996) as the visualization performs the processing through steps of
Figure 1. The general idea of externalization is that information processing is
done by other means than user’s cognition.
In addition, visualization includes the decision of how to do the visual
representing. An influential statistician, John Tukey, and the founder of
cognitive psychology, Ulrich Neisser have both endorsed similar views in
1970s according to which complex issues are understood by interactive
explorative activity (Tukey 1977; Neisser 1976). According to Tukey, symbolic
representations are efficient for small number of data, but understanding of
large quantities benefit from creating hypotheses from an overview of the
data and confirming them from the details. This thesis concludes that
periphery of visual field is useful for presenting such overviews, and highacuity central vision is useful for the confirmations. Neisser’s view is

1

Gaussian blur was applied and its size changed according to visual acuity (Vernier
acuity in Duncan & Boynton 2003) at different distances from gaze point. The same
procedure was applied to bar graphs on the right.
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consistent with this as it emphasizes the iterative nature in confirming the
expectations about the environment.
A likely reason why peripheral vision has not been emphasized enough in
visualization is that the related processes are unconscious. People are not
commonly aware of their gaze point and cannot self-reflect about these
processes. Visual acuity, for one, is very much limited in visual periphery but
people typically have an impression that they would not have such limitations
(O’Regan 1992; Publ. IV). The reason is that ‘just-in-time’ eye movements
compensate for this limitation (Johansson et al. 2001; Hayhoe et al. 2003;
Land 2004; Henderson & Castelhano 2005) creating so called virtual
representation (Rensink 2000). The idea has been illustrated by a metaphor
of Internet, in which the content might seem to be in your possession, when
in fact it is retrieved instantaneously from servers. The thesis evaluates
visualizations as such virtual representations that extend human memory and
processing capacities.

1.2 Research questions
Q1. What kind of interaction with visualizations would support
understanding of multi-dimensional information?

This is the most general question of the thesis for which the interaction
framework (Fig. 1) is introduced. The framework was derived from
experiences with a practical application (Ch. 2 & Publ. II) and theoretical
generalizations from the cited studies about human vision, human decisionmaking, neuroscience, and use of visualizations. The understanding of
visualizations depends on interaction of very many contextual, perceptual,
cognitive, motivational, cultural aspects. The interaction framework identifies
generalities by focusing on perception and cognition independent of context
and subjective aspects the user.
Based on the framework, three new and general princples concerning
visualizations were presented (Ch. 3 & 7). The more specific contributions to
answering this research question are discussed in terms of the other research
questions. The first general way is to rely on unconscious and intuitive
processing, as opposed to logical reasoning. The utility of intuitive processing
is evaluated in several decision-making situations, for instance with shopping
(Dijksterhuis et al. 2006) or value judgment (Levine et al. 1996).
The second way is observing consequences of the actions that alter the
visual perceptual input from the visualization. User can press a key and
change some parameters controlling the way the data is drawn on computer
screen or simply look at a different location on the screen. As a consequence
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the visual detail of interest can change or remain the same. To support such
approach for understanding the data, it is argued that this is a fundamental
way in which humans understand the external world. This idea is supported
by a review of visual neuroscience that shows that a large portion of visual
system is dedicated to such inferences. As a consequence, the importance of
learning visual interaction skills is emphasized in addition to the more
commonly acknowledged objective of obtaining knowledge from the
represented data. Perhaps, gaze shifts have generally not been considered as
means for the user to interact with the information flow from the
visualizations. Even so, gaze shifts are here included as an interaction skill
because they importantly influence user’s perception and conceptualization
of the visualized data. Looking at irrelevant locations can delay or prevent
understanding of large data.
The third way a designer of visualizations can ensure that users focus on the
most relevant details by relieving the users from as many cognitive processes
as possible. This is called externalization as the tools are performing
operations that would otherwise be left for the users’ minds. A user of
visualization is conceptualized as a part of the larger information processing
system (Liu et al. 2008). This thesis goes in much deeper into this topic than
the earlier articles about externalization with visualizations.
The above evidence for the proposed framework of interacting with
visualization is in many ways limited due to the breadth of the issues
involved. The evidence is indirect (from cognitive neuroscience), theoretical
(externalization and intuition), and sample only small set of cognitive
processes (analysis of intuitive decisions). However, the framework also
provides very reliable conclusions about peripheral vision founded on direct
and converging evidence from different fields of research (physiology,
psychophysics, neuroscience, and other behavioral experiments). This aspect
is later utilized in a more detailed visualization method (see Q4).
Q2. Can mental processes alone simplify multi-dimensional
perceptual input from external world analogously to
dimension-reduction algorithms?

The human concept formation abilities with respect to this question are
evaluated by reviewing literature on empirical findings with natural data sets
(colors, visual object categories, olfaction, touch, and taste) in Chapter 4. This
complements the supportive evidence reviewed for Conceptual Spaces theory
(Gärdenfors, 2000).
The evidence includes findings that humans categorize high-dimensional
sensory information according to few emergent dimensions. For instance, the
number of dimensions used to differentiate scents is much fewer than that of
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odor receptor types (~ 1000) (Buck & Axel 1991). However, this finding would
not suffice as support if the person arbitrarily selected some of the sensory
dimensions. Simplification in this research questions refers to the ability to
construct low dimensional representations based on high dimensional input.
Simplification is an abstraction process that might select and weight the input
dimensions, or it might create entirely new emergent dimensions based on
the input dimensions.
Q3. What kinds of mental representations are thought to be
central to human concept formation and the commonly used
dimension-reduction algorithms?

Main purpose in Chapter 4 is to apply Conceptual Spaces theory (Gärdenfors,
2000) for selecting what to represent in visualizations. The underlying idea is
that if the humans are naturally thought to utilize certain forms of
information representations, they are more likely to be comprehended easily
compared to any other alternatives. First, the theory is recognized to be
appropriate for the purpose. To my knowledge, it is the only available theory
of human concept formation that focused on multi-dimensionality and is also
explicit enough for implementations (e.g., unlike Mental Models theory of
Johnson-Laird’s 1980; 1981, EPIC architecture of Kieras and Mayers, 1997, or
ACT-R theory of Anderson et al., 2004). Second, the aspects relevant for
multi-dimensional visualization are identified and evaluated. For instance
many linguistic aspects were excluded. The evaluations included constructing
a process model based on the theory (Publ. III) and comparing the properties
of the theory to those of dimension-reduction algorithms. Third, the relevant
aspects are analyzed for purposes of applications and especially for the
political one (Publ II). As an answer to the question, three properties were
identified: metric spaces, dimension reduction, and prototypes.
Q4. What kind of visual representation of the preprocessed data
would guide user’s eyes and attention to the most relevant
locations?

The research question stems from the proposed sequential framework (Fig. 1)
and is answered by reviewing vision research, first directly (Sect. 5.1) and
then with respect to visual searching (Sect. 5.2 – 5.4). First, the review
supports a conclusion for visualization that peripheral vision is a useful
information channel for the guidance of focused attention and gaze shifts.
Second, visual search results are used for explicating visual design features
that determine the possibilities for such guidance.
A generally accepted visualization technique is to represent detailed
information with context or overview so that user understands which details
are in question (Furnas 1981; 1986; Shneiderman 1996). Accordingly, this
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thesis suggests a method of representing the core structures from dimension
reduction as an overview in peripheral vision. This method serves the
purpose of externalization (see Q1 above) in two ways. The first is to relieve
user from some aspects of constructing multi-dimensional representation in
mind by creating simplifications. The second way is to relieve user from
memorizing the details by designing them to be quickly and effortlessly
accessed by gaze shifts. These externalization aspects were included in the
design of application that is described in Chapter 2, criteria for rapid visual
access are outlined in Chapter 5, and Chapter 6 shows how the rapid access
criterion can be evaluated with psychophysical experiments.
Q5. What are the “bottlenecks” of perceiving visualizations of
multi-dimensional information?

In another words, each visualization type has pros and cons, and the objective
of understanding multi-dimensional visualization is used to determine what
perceptual and cognitive tasks determine efficacy of visualizations. Two
sources of information were used to identify the critical tasks, the proposed
framework of interaction (also Publ. IV) and behavioral studies about the use
of visualizations (discussed in Publ. V & VI). As a result, searhing and
integrating tasks were identified as critical. These were proposed instead of
the traditional criteria, perceptibility of absolute values or ratios (Cleveland &
McGill 1984; 1985). The critical tasks were more likely to be difficult,
frequent, and influenced the time needed for gathering the required
information from visualizations than the traditional criteria.
For the search criterion, the relevant details need to be located quickly from
the large quantities of data. The high numbers of data values often result in
high number of visual elements in the display. This might lead to
compromised usability if attending to relevant details instead of irrelevant
ones becomes more difficult. For the integration criterion, the data values on
different dimensions need to be integrated into meaningful summarizing
concepts or chunks of representations. For instance, users of the example
application (Ch. 2) typically attempt to summarize and compare the opinions
of different political candidates with respect to different issues. Similarly
customers, of products with multiple features, somehow have to represent
and compare many different qualities of individual alternatives. The
importance of comparing pairs of items with respect to many features became
apparent during the qualitative research of the example application. The
integration subtask determines the ease of accounting all the available
features. The outcome of answering this research question is formulating
criteria for evaluation of visualizations. The more detailed discussion of the
criteria can be found from Publications V and VI.
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Q6. How should multi-dimensional visualizations be evaluated
quantitatively in psychophysical experiments?

The thesis develops methodology to evaluate graphs based on methods of
vision research. Both the framework and the review of visual search
experiments (Ch. 5) were used to develop methods capable of measuring
different levels of efficiency of test subjects’ performance associated to the
utilized graph type (Publ V & VI).
The different objectives lead to similarities and differences. Vision research
evaluates the functioning of perceptual processes, and Publications V and VI
evaluate the effectiveness of graphs in a given task. The above-mentioned
subtasks, locating and integrating, can be operationalized into experiments
that

quantitatively

compare

different

graphs

(Chen

&

Yu

2000).

Operationalization here means that important aspects of real visualization
use are modeled by simpler controlled experiments. The operationalization
process is not immediately obvious. First, most studies of visualizations are
qualitative (e.g., Perrer & Shneiderman 2009, but see Chen & Yu 2000).
Second, the contributions of the perceptual characteristics in complex
displays are difficult to evaluate (see House et al. 2006 for some solutions).
Third, studies with simple graphs have evaluated very different subtasks than
the ones proposed here (see Publ. V for review). The proposed subtasks are
argued to be ecologically representative, as they model the real use of
visualizations and challenges to understand multi-dimensional data.
The above presented research questions progress from the development of
empirically supported framework for conceptualizing the interactive use and
understanding of visualizations toward the more practical evaluations of
visualizations. The main contribution of this thesis is to explain the
challenges of human perception and understanding with the framework,
identify criteria to evaluate those challenges, and develop methodology to
operationalize the criteria in controlled experiments. Without such efforts,
the user experiments might evaluate irrelevant aspects of visualizations.
Table 1 outlines how different Publications contribute to the research
questions.
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1.3 Structure of thesis
The structure of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 describes the design of an
example application of multi-dimensional visualization in the field of politics.
The most relevant aspect of the application is the use of dimension-reduction
algorithms in services targeted for general audience. This application serves
as a reference throughout the following discussion. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss
the proposed principles for interactive multi-dimensional visualization.
Chapter 3 discusses the interaction related conceptions and the related
behavioral studies. Chapter 4 discusses Conceptual Spaces theory and the
spatially represented results of dimensions reduction. Chapter 5 explicates
visual design features that influence peripheral vision and visual searching
performance. In general, two critical perceptual and cognitive subtasks,
searching and integrating, are identified as evaluation criteria for graphs.
Thus, visual search experiments are also discussed as an evaluation method.
Chapter 6 discusses the evaluation of diagrams based on the novel subtasks.
The relationship between Chapters, Publications, and later-proposed
principles is presented in Table 2. The proposed principles and other
conclusions are discussed more thoroughly in the final Chapter of this
summary.
Table 2 Main contributions in chapters

Principles from Section 7.1:
P1 = Visual representation can be designed to relieve
user from otherwise necessary cognitive load.
P2 = Visualization adapted to human vision
serve both mental representations and actions.
P3 = Simplifications of dimension-reduction (DR) algorithms can
guide user by providing outlines of data through peripheral vision.
for research questions see Section 1.2
CS = Conceptual Spaces
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I and II was elections. Let us speculate a little about the consequences of
cognitive limitations with the political data. The users with such limitations
would be choosing their candidates based on four simplified issues preselected by political journalists. This conclusion would be based on the
assumption that people cannot typically hold in mind more than four
unrelated items (Cowan 2000 for review of memory research) if they are not
motivated for laborious task of relating (termed chunking) the items. Four
issues can hardly represent the complexity of issues involved in
representative democracy. This was taken to be the challenge of the discussed
application that involved dimension reduction. The application attempted to
increase users’ ability to include different aspects or perspectives of the
political issues into consideration when making the complex decisions about
voting.

2.2 Short description of the published service
The election related services consisted of four main components (Fig. 3)
designed for exploration of candidate data (Publ. I & II). The two traditional
election service components included were (i) an interface for answering 20
or 25 five-alternative-choice questions (on left) and (ii) list of the bestmatching candidates (on right). The novel visualizations components
included were (iii) a similarity map based on SOM-algorithm (in the middle)
and (iv) two sector diagrams (below the map). The similarity map spatially
organized all the candidates for browsing. The candidate data consisted of the
decisions the candidates would make with respect to the same questions
shown to the user. The candidates also had an opportunity to provide verbal
justification for their decisions.
A mentioned theoretical problem with the application is that users did not
know what SOM is, how it operates, or even that it was used. However, the
behavior of at least some of the test users indicated that they understood the
principles of preprocessed data provided by SOM algorithm. Some realized
that more similar candidates are closer to one another (as in topographies of
Conceptual Spaces discussed in Sect. 4.2). This realization had profound
effect on their exploration. For instance, some users decided to look for
candidates of other extreme to see the whole spectrum. The coloring reflected
the spectrum of similarities. Dark green represented similar opinions with
the user and red was the opposite. The coloring reflected only the questions
answered by user, and user could simply skip irrelevant questions. The
default location was the most similar candidates to user's own opinions (as in
Fig. 3). Thus, even if one does not realize the underlying organizational
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principle, it is likely to be more informative to browse these candidates
instead of random candidates.

Fig.3 A snap shot from published application.

From the two sector diagrams, one represented opinions of the user and the
other represented those of best-matching candidate (or other selected
candidate). Sectors represented different political issues (dimensions)
ordered according to larger themes. The length of a sector represented the
agreement with the corresponding question, which was formulated as a
statement.
Data with large number of candidates is problematic for visualization
because everything cannot be conceptualized at once. In the discussed
application, user had to choose the most interesting or relevant details. This
follows the details-on-demand principle (e.g., Shneiderman 1994; 1996),
according to which everything is not shown at once and the details are only
revealed when the user selects them (see Sect. 3.1). This is consistent with the
memory offloading principle (Sect. 3.3) because environment holds the
information until user needs it. User could browse the following hierarchy: (i)
the map represented the whole data, (ii) a location on the map represented
few similar candidates, and (iii) the choices of a selected candidate were
supplemented by written justifications.
The decision to include the sector diagrams had only theoretical grounds
when the service was published (Publ. II). The decision was based on basic
research findings about visual perception of low-level visual features, which
are discussed in Chapter 6. Our hypothesis was that sector diagrams would be
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easy to locate and compare because of their visual outline. The later
experiments (Ch. 6) applied the methods from a basic research of visual
search to evaluate the hypothesis (Publ. VI) and same time developed new
evaluation criteria for the task of comparing individual graphs (Publ. V & VI).

2.3 Dimension-reduction for novice users
Overview of Section
This section discusses the ways in which the application followed the
later suggested information design principles motivated by Conceptual
Spaces theory (see Ch. 4). In practice, the general visualization principle
of simplicity (Tufte 1983) is applied to the understanding of multidimensional data. For the discussed application, this means helping
non-expert users to overcome the difficulties with large data quantities
and multi-dimensionality. The offered solutions for the challenges are:
(i) converting assessments of algorithms into evaluations of visual
shapes, and
(ii) using details-on-demand principle to reduce concurrently
presented information.
These solutions were the special methods, and they implement the
more general ideas of interactive visualization and externalization
discussed in Chapter 3.
The applications utilized a dimension reduction algorithm (SOM) that
Gärdenfors claimed to function analogously to human conceptualization
processes (see Ch. 4). Visualized output of the dimension reduction
algorithms

can

provide

perceptual

input

for

the

users’

mental

representations. The core characteristics were also emphasized in the way the
output was visualized. For instance, the gradient coloring of the map reflected
the continuity of the spatial order, and the increased saliency emphasized the
opposite ends of the scale.
Simplification is helpful if non-experienced users want to understand large
quantities of multidimensional information. According to Edward Tufte
(1983) unnecessary details should be reduced. In this thesis, the simplicity is
motivated by the capacity limits of perceptual and cognitive processes to
ensure the quality of decisions. The simplicity discussed in this section
involves only the dimensionality of data. In the multi-dimensional
visualization input data is high dimensional, and it is simplified by reducing
the dimensionality algorithmically.
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Then, how does the user group influence the requirements of visualization?
Scientists and statisticians are able to evaluate the algorithms for a given
data, unlike the typical voters. Yet, the voters need to be able to understand
and control multi-dimensional decision aids, or else they avoid using them
(Shneiderman 2002). There are good reasons for the voters not to trust the
algorithms, even if the algorithms are not misused. By their nature, multidimensional problems do not have unique solution that could be
unequivocally trusted. Different dimensions give support for a different set of
decision alternatives and some of these influences need to be compromised.
Therefore, the compromise may need to be represented explicitly (in visual
form) so that user can acknowledge and approve it. User might not approve
the compromise and might want to see consequences of changing priorities of
different dimensions. The general consequence has been that users from very
different professions (even engineers) have not trusted on such decision aids
because they have not been able to evaluate the underlying assumptions
(Kleinmunz 1990; Laine 2003). These reasons could explain why experts
have been the only real user-group for multi-dimensional visualizations of the
past.
The presented resolution to the problem in Publication II was to include
interaction with simple graphs. Simple graph present undistorted details and
does not reduce the original dimensionality. For instance, original data is
used as an independent source to evaluate the similarity clusters on spatial
representation of the SOM visualization. If SOM is not useful for the given
data, the items (here: candidates) within a cluster would not share values for
individual dimensions (here: degree of agreement to statements). All the DR
algorithms at least assume that the reduction to only few dimensions is
meaningful. It is certainly possible that the few underlying dimensions
capture only small part of the whole variance in the data.
In terms of visualization, ‘validity assessments’ are converted to
assessments of visual similarity (Fig. 4.). The dimension reduction is valid if
user has an intuition that the simplified (dimensions reduced) information
represents the reality (original data) in a meaningful way. The data in Figure
4 is from SOM-based election service for Finnish EU elections 2004 (Publ. I
& II). In the service, user expressed opinions to the same questions than
candidates and these opinions were compared. The users did this comparison
by evaluating overall shapes of sector diagrams. Sector diagrams do not
represent any additional computational operation but represents the raw data
of individual entities (here: candidates) as simple graphs. These graphs are
later (Sect. 6.1) termed object displays due to their perceptual characteristics,
and they are used to facilitate attending to the most interesting details.
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A novel approach of this thesis is to use such object display diagrams to
clarify the consequences of dimension reduction. The simple graphs can help
to reveal the underlying data related to later discussed prototype structure
and categories. In that case, part of the demanding cognitive process of
constructing conceptual representations is externalized to decision aid
service.

Fig. 4. A set of sector diagrams. Sector diagrams represent the data before dimension
reduction and they are organized according to SOM. In real application, the sector diagrams
would be visible to the user one at a time when selected by a cursor on top of the map (not
shown here). The adjacent diagrams have more similar shape than the diagrams at the
opposite end. This is only true if SOM has validity with the give data. For instance, the
sectors are generally longer at bottom left as the corresponding candidates have agreed
more with the represented 20 statements. Abilities to compare and locate interesting
diagrams, are required. They are evaluated in psychophysical experiments of Chapter 5.
This figure does not have colors because the performance in those experiments was
improved when the colors were removed.

2.4 Summary of contributions
The most important contribution of the work described in this chapter is the
dimension-reduction-based service utilized by wide audience (Publ. I & II).
The two most important occasions when this kind of service was made
available were before the Finnish EU elections in June 2004 and before the
Communal elections in October 2004. On the second occasion, the service
was used close to 100.000 times (see Publ. II). The popularity is important
because the researchers of advanced visualizations have been greatly
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concerned about impact of their work (van Wijk 2006). The larger usergroups have typically not been eager to adopt complicated dimensionreduction tools offered in Internet. Therefore, much can be learned from this
successful application type.
This chapter has explained details of a case study of service. The novel
objective of this service has been to deepen users’ understanding influencing
their subjective selection criteria for political candidates. The use of a
dimension reduction algorithm (SOM) facilitated understanding of multidimensional data. Special visualization means were developed so that novice
users could visually evaluate the validity of the algorithmic simplification of
the data. Consistency in shapes of sector diagrams with spatial location of
SOM was an indicator of validity (Fig. 3 & 4). The thesis presented a general
and novel idea for helping inexperienced users to trust on the dimension
reduction output by adding object display graphs next to the output (Ch. 6).
The idea is to convert some mathematical validity assessments of the
algorithms into assessments of visual similarities. Furthermore, the large
quantity of data was handled by presenting only those details that user
selected from a hierarchically organized structure (all candidates / a subset of
similar candidates / opinions of one candidate). The following Chapters 3 and
4 address the theoretical framework of interactive visualization, which
motivated the design decision.
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can facilitate intuition supported by visual perceptions. The importance of
interaction is also supported by Section 3.2, which shows that important part
of human visual cognition is interactive. Unconsciousness is also another
aspect characteristic for human vision. Even historically, the idea of
unconscious cognition originated from research of low-level visual
perception. The idea came from Hermann von Helmholz's theory of visual
inferences in 19th century, instead of later theories of self by Sigmund Freud
(1923).
Intuition grounded decision have been found more appropriate for multidimensional data than consciously deliberated decisions. This conclusion has
been supported by following studies of shopping, face recognition, value
judgments, evaluation of taste, and planning of college courses. To begin
with, conscious deliberation was found to be useful for only low-dimensional
shopping decisions (Dijksterhuis et al. 2006). In contrast, intuition led to
better decisions, when subjects had to buy items with very many potentially
important features. However, later more controlled replications (Newell et al.
2009) of these studies contest some of the original claims. In these
experiments, long lasting periods of non-attentive contemplation, while
distracted, was not beneficial as Dijksterhuis and colleagues claim, but
harmed memory of the attribute dimensions. Nevertheless, intuitive
approach in online situations might be beneficial for high-dimensional data.
When the decisions were conscious, in the original shopping study, the
dimensionality was controlled by asking how many features the subjects were
taking into account. Second, attempts to create conscious linguistic
descriptions of a face impair intuitive recognition (Schooler & EngstlerSchooler 1990). This implies that the cognitive processes for consciously
providing verbal attributes are capacity limited in the way that visual
recognition abilities are not. Third, linguistic descriptions of value judgments
make the judgments more inconsistent (Levine et al. 1996) and move the
decision further from the ones of experts (Wilson & Schooler 1991). To sum
up, many ordinary tasks can be challenging for the conscious deliberation
and they are better grasped intuitively.
The difficulties in conscious deliberation are believed to result from
capacity limits (e.g. Kahneman 2002 based on Nobel price lecture) of working
memory. Visualizations are in well-suited position to circumvent these
limitations by providing factual input to the process of forming intuitions.
High dimensionality entails many independent factors that influence the
decisions and high resolution working memory cannot hold much over four
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chunks for conscious comparisons (Cowan 2000; Zhang & Luck 20082). The
capacity limit explanation is supported by the finding that all the college
students remembered consciously as much information about the course, but
the ones who analyzed the reasons remembered information about less
informative details (Wilson & Schooler 1991). Especially, the decisions seem
only to be harmed if the person is unaware of the underlying reasons for the
intuitive decisions. The above-described findings suggest that intuitive
mental processes are not useful for giving justifications or explanations but
they can be useful for grasping initial overviews of multi-dimensional data.
After exploratory data analysis, the intuitions can be confirmed by conscious
reasoning (Tukey, 1977).
The following tentative findings substantiate the suitability of visual
interaction for providing input to intuitive overviews of multi-dimensional
data. First, it is fair to assume that the most visual processes are automatic
and unconscious (see Publ. IV). Therefore, vision is not limited to the subset
of conscious cognitive processing. The next section (3.2) provides more direct
evidence of this. Second, visual interaction through gaze shifts takes place in
time-scales of a third of a second and the cognitive processing related to that
time-scale are mostly non-conscious (Ballard et al. 1995; 1997; Publ. IV). This
is also the time-scale that is essential for visual searching of details from dataintensive visualizations (Ch. 5 & 6). Third, users of interactive visualizations
are often not conscious of all the logical foundations of their visually
grounded assumptions. For instance, the users of the election service (Ch. 2
and Publ. I and II) were mostly not knowledgeable about the underlying
algorithmic simplifications. They were simply interacting with visual
relations. Similarly, the users of other graphical interfaces (e.g. word
processing) were shown to utilize rapid on-line inferences, instead of
consciously remembering common labels or learning the effects of typical
functionalities (Payne et al. 2001). Fourth, visual interaction was shown to be
important for learning and problem solving in studies with electronic circuits
(Cheng 1999) and real pulley systems (Ferguson & Hegarty 1995) when
compared to static figures. Interactive visualizations can function similar to
these real systems. These reasons make vision and visual interaction suitable
for grounding intuition on multi-dimensional data.
How the interaction has been described in this section as a basis for
intuitions is in many ways similar to the original motivations to develop
graphical user interfaces (GUI) (Sutherland, 1963; Schneiderman, 1981; 1997;
2

An infamous historical suggestion for capacity limit was “the
magical number seven” but even the inventor, Georg Miller suggested that
his rhetorical findings about the number seven were likely to be a
coincidence (Miller 1956).
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Hutchins et al., 1985; Frohlich, 1993). They promoted: (i) continuous visual
representation of the object of interest, (ii) rapid, reversible, and incremental
actions, and (iii) direct manipulation of objects, instead of command
language

(Shneiderman,

1981;

1997).

However,

the

challenge

for

implementing those three objectives was the missing cognitive and
behavioural analysis (Shneiderman, 1981). This thesis faces that challenge.
In the field of visualization, the interaction as an active exploration was
considered essential already when the term information visualization was
invented (Robertson et al. 1989). In the initial model, movement of a hand
provided input for the computational system, which in turn provided
visualization as output. From the user's perspective, interaction takes the
form of eye-hand coordination (Smith et al. 2000; Johansson et al. 2001;
Hayhoe et al. 2003; Land, 2004). Therefore, the thesis emphasizes the active
role of users in perception of visualized information. Here, the gaze shifts are
treated analogous to manipulations (e.g., with keyboard) because they
influence the information that user receives through retinal image. Gibson
(1962) argues that both vision and touch, as senses, should be considered as
channels for exploration instead of channels for passive receiving. For
example, the shape of cookie cutters was better identified by active touch
than by passive touch. Similarly, humans understand visual environment
often by observing consequences of their manipulations.
Mental representations of complex static visualizations are also constructed
progressively, so understanding their construction process can be instructive
for the design of interaction as well. The quality of the mental representation
of static image depends on the following perceptual processes (Publ. IV):
(i) peripheral vision (Sect. 5.1),
(ii) instantaneous information retrieval using eye movements (Sect. 3.3
& 5.4),
(iii) the use of general knowledge for object recognition (Sect. 5.1),
(iv) rapid conceptual memory (Sect. 5.1),
(v) mental imagery based on longer interval memory.
When interaction is added to static visualization, computers become loweffort drawing and editing aids for constructing diagrams (Rogers 1999).
Analogically, drawing sketches often facilitate creative work. The only
difference is that in the visualization the content to be understood and
conceptualized is not extracted from the mind. The power of computers is in
the ease of pre-processing and drawing the data.
This section has linked the interaction to constructing initial explorative
intuitions about the data. In addition, such interaction can confirm or
disconfirm the initial intuitions. For instance, user might think that his
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conclusion about a best-matching item is independent of certain dimension
and be surprised that the identity of the best match changes, when that
dimension is eliminated. The truth-value and generality of an assumption
about the data can be evaluated from changes of a useful visualization, when
its parameters are interactively manipulated. For instance, similar items in a
similarity map should remain close to another. When the initial intuitions are
based on visualized data, they become less arbitrary. Visual modality is
suitable for this purpose because visual perception typically involves
unconscious intuitive processing and multi-dimensional decisions seem to be
done better with intuition.

3.2 Vision for executing actions and mental representations
Overview of Section
The second section (3.2) discusses the fundamental objectives of
visualization. Typically the objective is defined as supplementing
information for mental representation of user’s. The thesis suggests a
new objective based on analysis of human visual system. Visual input
can be used directly to guide actions. Actions include gaze shifts
toward relevant content, manipulation of parameters that control the
visualization, and other choices mediated by user-interface. The
section refers to empirical evidence from visual neuroscience
indicating differentiated large-scale neural systems for vision-based
mental representation (ventral stream) and vision-based guidance of
actions (dorsal stream). The thesis hypothesizes that this general
phenomenon of human vision extends also to the use of interactive
visualizations. Thus, the users’ capabilities to selectively attend to
relevant locations, manipulate the way the data is presented, and to
observe the consequences of manipulations are important for
understanding. The critical factor for non-expert use of such
visualizations is often the ability to operate it (e.g., looking at
informative locations), as opposed to the amount of immediately
conveyed factual information (i.e., absorbing visual details). This
realization has important implications for selecting criteria to evaluate
compatibility of different visualization types with human visual
cognitive processes.
The previous section reviewed empirical findings showing the importance of
interaction for building intuitions about the data. Efficient interaction has
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been characterized in GUI literature (Hutchins et al. 1985; see also Frohlich
1993) by (i) immediate translation of thoughts to physical control actions
(execution) and (ii) system output consistent with user’s goals (evaluation).
This section argues that such interactivity has fundamental implications for
what is the role of visualization for human perceiver and what are the criteria
for efficiency in visualization. It is often assumed that the role of visualization
is to deliver as much data as possible for human vision to be mentally
represented (e.g., Kalawasky, 2009). However, this section presents evidence
for view that facilitating mental representations is only one of the two goals of
visualization. The other goal would be facilitating unconscious vision-based
actions and manipulations. The user should know what is in the data, but also
how to obtain the wanted pieces of information when needed.
The evidence for the broader two-objective view of visualizations comes
from analysis of human vision and the underlying neural processing systems.
The general consensus of vision researchers is that these objectives are also
general objectives of human vision system. This thesis provides support for
hypothesis that interactive visualizations would be most efficient if they are
adapted to both of these ecological objectives of human vision. The ecological
objectives of human visual system are the following. First, visual perception
attempts to represent the outside world. Second, human actions are
facilitated by the visual system. The modern view of visual neuroscience
associates these objectives to different neural systems. This thesis suggests
that visualization should not neglect the importance of the latter objective
and the corresponding neural system.
The first objective, the representational task, has been taken to amalgamate
in David Marr’s (1982) famous attempts to explain vision as an inverse
computation. The inverse problem for the human vision is to separate 3D
sources (surrounding geometry, its reflectance, general illumination, and
observer's viewpoint) from two 2D retinal image. However, the underlying
assumption that 3D representation is constructed has been criticized for not
being necessary or consistent with human behavior (Bülthoff et al. 1995).
Another problems for the representational account, is that the quality of the
retinal image seems not to be good enough for very accurate representation
and visual processes are often constructions (O'Regan 1992; Publ. IV).
The second objective, facilitation of actions, views humans as active agents
in their environment. Consistently, the next section analyzes cognitive
information processing aspects of user’s environment and not only those of
the user. According to this view, the purpose of vision is to facilitate actions
(Kirklik et al. 1993a; b; Zhang 1997; O'Regan & Noë 2001; Noë & Thompson
2002). Instead of passively representing the environment, visual system can
acquire information on-demand-basis (Rao & Ballard 1995). Active vision has
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been characterized as an exploratory activity mediated by sensory-motor
contingencies (O'Regan & Noë 2001; Noë & Thompson 2002). For instance,
motion parallax is a strong depth cue as the depth related contingencies
influence the changes in visual image when head moves.
The representation-action dichotomy has reliable support from cognitive
neuroscience in the form of distinct processing pathways (ventral and dorsal)
that support the mentioned two tasks of vision. This differentiation of visual
pathways was first observed in hamsters (Schneider, 1969) and has mostly
been studied with monkeys (since Ungerleider & Mishkin 1982). Importantly,
these processing streams are also differentiated in humans (e.g., Culham and
Kanwisher 2001), and they have different cognitive roles and relate to
functionally different brain locations (temporal and parietal lobes). Initially,
the differentiation was identified between object recognition and spatial
representations (Ungerleider & Mishkin 1982). In the context of information
visualization, these spatial representations could be used for content that is
initially non-spatial (Gattis and Holyoak 1996). Later, however, the
association with spatial aspects of the environment was interpreted to signify
actions (Goodale & Milner 1992; Milner & Goodale 1995), especially nonconscious explorations of the environment (Neisser 1994; Norman 2002).
This supports the conclusions of the previous section about usefulness of
interaction for data-driven intuitions. Orienting to the environment by eye
movements or by pointing is related to this processing stream (dorsal and
retinotectal pathway), whereas conscious object recognition is related to the
other stream. To summarize, the neuroscience review supports the existence
of two tasks for vision (representing and acting) but their practical
importance might vary with context (Norman 2002).
The existence of a large-scale visual neural system dedicated to actions has
important implications for visualization. For the visualization to be
understandable and usable, it should also facilitate those actions that reveal
the essential structures of the data. By contrast, the effectiveness of
visualizations has been evaluated with respect to Marr's model (Kosslyn
1985). Accordingly, the discriminability of details has been suggested as the
ranking criteria for different graph types (Kosslyn 1985; Cleveland & McGill
1984; 1985; Zacks et al. 1998; critically in Wainer & Thissen 1988). Yet, some
of the same researchers have admitted that "the primary purpose of
visualizations is not to convey numbers with as many decimal places as
possible" (Cleveland & McGill 1984, p. 535). In contrast, this thesis argues
that other aspects than accuracy with details should be used to evaluate the
effectiveness. The ecologically more crucial issues are the commonly
occurring visual-cognitive subtasks and especially those subtasks that are
difficult. The differences in difficult and frequent subtasks are likely to result
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in larger changes in quality of user performance with visualizations. An
example of a particular subtask is reading a label and tracking an identity
from a group of lines, bars, or points. The later discussed eye movement
recordings constitute an important method to evaluate these subtasks. The
most efficient graph type is the one that makes the difficult visual cognitive
operations easier.
As a conclusion from this section, both constructing mental representations
and facilitating actions are the most fundamental objectives of human vision.
It is not yet certain whether these two objectives are also fundamental for the
use of visualizations. This is a large empirical question mostly raised in this
section due to increased interaction in computer visualizations. Even so,
static visualizations can also include actions to be facilitated such as gaze
shifts between names of train stations on a city map. At minimum,
disregarding the cognitive processing resources related to vision-based
actions seems wasteful. The neural differentiation suggests that additional
action-related cognitive processes would interfere less with the other
representation-related processes than additional representation-related
processing would. Therefore, action related processing could be considered as
a potential resource for benefiting from visualizations.

3.3 Cognitive tasks in visualization instead of mind
Overview of Section
Based on the view presented in previous section, the third section
(3.3) discusses the different ways to minimize the amount of
consciously memorized facts. This is often necessary for the
understanding due to the mismatch between large data quantities of
data and working memory capacities of an inexperienced user. This is
achieved through externalizing user’s mental operations. That is,
visualization application as an external cognitive artefact can relieve
user from memorization and other information processing. The
decisions based on complex visualizations are cognitively more
demanding than those based on simpler ones, and therefore the
benefits of externalization become more relevant with multidimensional data.
One of such benefits is an opportunity to relieve users from some of the
otherwise necessary cognitive burdens of mentally representing visualized
data. While the previous sections discussed the interaction with external
visualizations, this section will focus on the benefit of having the external
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medium in itself. The benefit of having the medium is externalization of
mental processing. Later parts of this section offer many techniques by which
visualizations can be designed to externalize cognitive processing load. The
section also analyzes the way many of these techniques were used in the
political application (Ch. 2).
The general challenge to understanding of multi-dimensional data results
from sequential nature of human perception. The ability to receive and
processes information instantaneously is limited and the memory-based
integration of sequentially received information is difficult. This thesis argues
that visualization can reduce the difficulties by externalizing the information
processing. Especially, Chapter 4 suggest a way to present structured
information from which gaze shifts can be used to access information without
much effort. Some eye movement studies (Ballard et al. 1995; 1997) have
shown that complex tasks are often serialized and the users index the
information with eye movements to minimize the memory load. The observed
subjects rarely memorized information from more than one visual item
within a fixation or two. This section argues that this spatial structure might
replace the need to construct mental representation in human memory. The
details need not to be mentally represented if they can be quickly retrieved.
Visual interface and user has been argued to form an actively coupled system
that process information as a whole and both components can influence each
other (Clark & Chalmers 1998). For instance, tiles in a game of Scrabble
would not merely be visual objects but parts of thinking process as well. This
is supported by brain research showing that tools are in many ways mentally
represented as own body (Maravita & Iriki 2004). As a consequence the
concept-creating human (see Ch. 4) is placed within a larger and more
powerful system (than the human alone) that includes also visually and
manually operated “resources”.
It is obvious that externalization of long-term memory (e.g., in calendars) is
useful, but the following example will show that users of time intensive
interfaces, such as interactive visualizations, naturally minimize their
memory loads as well. Kirsh and Maglio (1994) have proposed a category of
actions with user interfaces termed epistemic, as opposed to pragmatic. The
studied expert players of computer game, Tetris, frequently made (otherwise)
counterproductive actions to simplify the decision task. This was shown to be
efficient with strict time limits because the mental rotation of a piece was
slower than the actual rotation of the same piece. Similar simplifying actions
have been observed in many real-life problem solving situations (Kirsh 1995).
Cognitive ergonomy forms another aspect of conceptualizing visualizations
as simplifications. That is, the perceived content is made more adapted to the
cognitive processes of the user. Humans are able to interpret information in
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very different forms, but they are more experienced with some of the forms.
For instance if the task is multiplication, Hindu-Arabic numerals are more
suitable than Roman numerals. Compare LXVIII x X to 68 x 10. The
perceiver needs to convert or re-represent Roman numerals in Hindu-Arabic
forms because modern people are so familiar with 10-based representations
(Zhang & Norman 1995; Scaife & Rogers 1996). However, the situation is
quite different if the objective is to keep on track how many cars passed by.
The importance of context for human cognition has led some researchers to
extend the conceptions from external memory representations (e.g., Hertel
1993; Cary & Carlson 2001) to external cognition or external cognitive
artifacts (Larkin & Simon 1987; Hutchins 1995a; b; Scaife & Rogers 1996;
Zhang 1997; Clark & Chalmers 1998; Cox 1999; Wilson 2002). Thus, human
abilities (e.g., memory capacity) in context of visualizations should take into
account the possibilities of environment for storing and processing
information. Distributed information processing is better understood with
framework of socio-technical system, for instance, when analyzing aviation
(Hutchins 1995a) or navigation with large ships (Hutchins 1995b). When
human cognition is dynamically coordinated with such socio-technical
context, it is called situated cognition (e.g. Greeno & Moore 1993; Beer 2000;
Clark 2008). This thesis points out that visualizations provide an opportunity
for experts and novices from different backgrounds to communicate by
referring to parts of visualizations as opposed to difficult concepts that might
not be shared.
The observations related to external cognition can be used to extract
visualization principles (Larkin & Simon 1987). In the following, some
cursory guidelines are extracted from the literature of external cognition to
reduce the cognitive loading with visualizations.
(i) Tools are often designed for a particular information-processing task.
For instance, nautical maps only represent certain features consistently from
three-dimensional globe and compromises many others. The selected
projection can either represents constant heading with a straight line
(Mercator’s projection) or enables estimations of distances on meridians
(Robinson’s projection).
(ii) Salience and explicitness should correspond to the importance of
details (Scaife & Rogers 1996; see also Bauer & Johnson-Laird 1993). Only
some part of the information is explicitly represented and they can become
explicit only when user looks at the navigation tool in a certain situation. For
instance, the political application (Ch. 2, Publ. II) only provided detailed
information from one selected location at a time. Visual components can also
control memory cues, for instance, temporally hiding some functionalities
from a pull-down menu can reduce the complexity of decisions by influencing
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items in the working memory (Kirsch 1995; cf. affordances in Gibson 1979;
Norman 1999).
(iii) Placing the information where it is needed (Larkin & Simon 1987)
minimizes the requirements of mental working memory. (iv) Some
information structures are poorly understood as explicit symbols (Hutchins
1995b). According to Hutchins (1995b p. 118), computation is not only
manipulations of symbols, but also "propagations of representational states
across the medium", for instance manual operations with tools. Offering
these manual operations (e.g., with sliders) can make dynamics of a
complicated system more apparent when user observes the consequences
(Rogers 1999). (v) The existence of visual representation can make possible
mental operations that would otherwise be impossible (Chambers & Reisberg
1985). (vi) Part of the information processing can be done when the
visualization, or a tool in general, is designed. For instance, reading a value
from a logarithm table or slide ruler can relieve user from mental arithmetics.
(vii) The visual form of table makes the number of data points more
apparent and indicates the potential missing data by visual gap (Schwartz
1971).
From the perspective of external cognition, the interactively used political
service (Ch. 2, Publ. I and II) offers a radically new kind of setting for users to
conceptualize multi-dimensional political issues than the traditional
questionnaires with concluding lists of best- matches (candidates to vote for).
First, SOM algorithm simplifies multi-dimensional relations into two-spatial
dimensions. Alternatively, user can attempt to construct the simplified
representation mentally, as described in Chapter 4. However, it is likely that
users choose arbitrary subset of dimensions that meet their working memory
limitations (e.g. four according to Cowan, 2000) and the understanding of
the given information is limited. Second, these memory limitations are not as
severe for conceptualization in the novel approach because the spatial
structure is externalized from user’s memory to interactive contingencies (cf.
Rao & Ballard 1995; Ballard et al. 1997). These contingencies were already
discussed in the previous section with the action-based explanation of human
vision. In short, some visualized structures of the data are expected to remain
constant irrespective of manipulations of the control parameters of the
visualization. Third, the process of manipulating these parameters and
observing consequences itself can externalize cognitive operations. For
instance, user might question whether the similarity between two candidates
is based on the opinions about a certain issue and simply manipulate the
choices to test this hypothesis. The comparable mental operations are likely
to be very difficult.
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3.4 Summary of contributions
The modern needs for information visualization were argued (in Berg & Kojo,
2011) to result (a) from large data quantities (a historically fundamental
challenge that has only escalated) and (b) from multi-dimensionality (as wish
to integrate or combine different data types). The general solution of the past
two decades has been the use of interactive visualization tools and this
section has pointed three ways to make these tools understandable. First, it is
argued that visualization should focus on supporting exploration and
unconscious accumulation intuitions about the data instead of supporting
conscious and rational inferences. This idea stems partly from the review in
Publication IV about the delusions related to visual perception, and the
conclusion that visual perception is in fact mostly not conscious.
Second, the importance of observing consequences from manipulative
actions was recognized during the visually guided exploration process.
Section 3.2 (also in Publication IV & VII) reviewed the findings of visual
neuroscience concluding that there is a notable neural system specialized for
visual guidance of motor actions and observation of the following
consequences. The review implies a novel conclusion that interactive
visualizations should not only strive to facilitate user’s accurate mental
representation of the data, but also facilitate learning of visually guided
manual skills to retrieve the data.
The third way to make complex representation understandable is to relieve
cognitive capacity by externalizing storing and processing of information
from users’ minds. The mentioned actions (redirecting gaze) for rapid
retrieval of information provide important example of this. This idea has been
recognized only recently for visualization (Liu et al. 2008), so more extensive
review of the externalization possibilities was provided in Section 3.3 and in
Publication V. Again, it was explained how the application of Chapter 2
incorporates many of these possibilities. Altogether, this chapter answered
the first research question (of Sect. 1.2) by arguing that understanding of
complex visualizations benefit from unconscious learning, interactivity, and
externalization.
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logical ordering would not require such spatial mapping. Second, if the
number of relevant dimensions is too high the spatial mapping is done only
after reducing the dimensionality. For instance, the number of odor receptor
types (~ 1000) far exceeds the feasibility of direct spatial mapping (Buck &
Axel 1991). A mentioned alternative for data-driven dimension reduction
would be to choose only a subset of subjectively appealing dimension, for
instance choosing car according to favorite color. Third, category
membership is a matter of degree, even though external forces sometimes
guide humans to dichotomous decisions. Not every color called ‘blue’ is
perceived as equally blue. We will come back to this issue in Section 4.3. Later
discussed fuzzy sets and prototype theory are means to address this issue.
The three characteristics of CS theory are based on vast number of
empirical studies related to low-level perception. Some of them are based on
earlier theories (e.g., prototype theory in Sect. 4.3). The following three
sections will review more empirical studies to support the decision to
emphasize

these

characteristics

in

visualization.

Gärdenfors

(2000)

objectives were more focused on linguistics than vision. In addition,
Publication III provides an example of process model for these theories and
that way supports the feasibility of the theories. The important new
contribution of the CS theory is to extend these findings from perception to
more abstract conceptual categories (e.g., in politics) and the evidence for
that is much more limited. The available evidence is discussed next.

4.1 Continuous space in human topographies
The most concrete evidence of continuous mental spaces comes from neural
topographies. In topographical organization, the position in neural surface
indicates the value on ecologically important perceptual dimension. At least
the following dimensions have topographical organization: (i) auditory
frequencies or pitches (tonotopy: Romani et al. 1982; Pantev et al. 1989;
Howard et al. 1996), (ii) stimulated locations on skin (somatotopy:
Nakamura et al. 1998; Maldjian et al. 1999; Blake et al. 2002), and (iii)
several visual features (e.g., location of projection to retina, retinotopy: Engel
et al. 1997; Hadjikhani et al. 1998). The above-mentioned topographies
represent simple perceptual features, but there are also topographic
representations for visual object categories (Haxby et al. 2000; 2001).
Perhaps,

these

experiments

provide

the

first

evidence

for

spatial

representation of abstract conceptual categories as suggested by CS theory. In
these cases the dimensions have general ecological importance and the
number of perceptual dimensions do not exceed that of physical space (3 or
less).
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The dimensions of these topographies are called quality dimensions in
Gärdenfors’ CS theory. The distance in terms of quality dimensions of CS is
used to answer the question about the similarity of perceived instances.
Quality dimensions are subjective internal structures that organize
representations of perceptual input content. However, not every quality
dimension can be directly extracted from sensory receptors. Some need to be
constructed using several sensory dimensions. For instance, there is no one
receptor for ‘richness’ of red wine.

4.2 Human dimension reduction
Overview of Section
When the constructed dimensions are discussed the following
research question (of Sect. 1.2) is evaluated:
Can human concept formation processes alone simplify multidimensional perceptual
input from external world analogously to dimensionreduction (DR) algorithms?
The underlying practical objective for this question is to evaluate the
human potential for understanding visual representations based on
constructs of statistical algorithms. If humans can do the analogous
job compared to DR algorithms, they have better chances of being
able to understand something from the output of these algorithms.
Moreover, the output similar to human conceptual structures is
perhaps easier to understand.
Peter Gärdenfors’ (2000) Conceptual Spaces (CS) theory argues that it is,
indeed, possible to find analogies between human concept formation and
discussed dimension reduction algorithms (Sect. 2.3). The argument is
supported by empirical examples of this section. The examples deal with
natural data sets of (i) olfaction, (ii) visual object categories, (iii) tactile
sensation, and (iv) taste. This thesis characterizes these findings as
dimension-reduction because the (input) sensory representation has higher
dimensionality than that of conceptual quality dimensions. This is taken as
support for the Conceptual Spaces theory.
The first example comes from a study of olfaction (Buck & Axel 1991) based
on which Nobel prize was awarded in 2004. Low-dimension space of odor
sensations is constructed by projecting 1.000 different types of randomly
placed receptors to topologically organized olfactory bulb (Axel 1995). The
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similarities of (up to 10.000 different) scents are subjectively represented
with much fewer dimensions than 1.000; hence the dimensions are reduced.
The second example describes construction of new representational
dimensions. This happens when one learns to recognize that the previously
unfamiliar face belongs to an acquaintance. The neural activity measured by
fMRI (Edelman et al. 1998) or by single cell recordings (Kiani et al. 2007)
represents visual objects in space similar to MDS output.
The third example from tactile sensations reveals subjective quality
dimensions constructed from several different kinds of receptors under the
skin. Using MDS, the data was collapsed from pairwise similarity ratings (of
surfaces under subjects’ index fingers) into three dimensions (Hollins et al.
1993). Adding more dimensions would have not accounted much more
variance. The three dimensions were associated with verbal labels: (i)
roughness-smoothness,

(ii)

hardness-softness,

and

(iii)

springiness.

Nevertheless, many of the verbal descriptions did not correlate much with the
quality dimensions. This also supports the ideas of intuitive processing of
multidimensional data that were discussed in Section 3.1. A possible fourth
example could come from suggested taste spaces (Churchland 2002, p. 293;
based on Bartoshuk & Beauchamp 1994) but evidence for that is less
conclusive. The above examples show that humans do reduce dimensionality
analogous to DR algorithms.

4.3. Protypes and fuzzy sets for separating categories
Overview of Section
The previous sections (4.1 & 4.2) have described the conceptual
spatial representations, but have not dealt with the metrics of
similarity or how these spaces can be used for categorization. The
person interested in ‘rich’ tasting red wine might want to categorize
tastes belonging to this category as opposed to other red or white
wines. In CS, categories are associated with regions surrounded by
prototypes, but prototypes have been discussed much before CS
theory.
A prototype is a representation of typical features of its members and feature
here refers to particular values on the dimensions. Prototypes are often
confused with some typical member of that category (as in Gärdenfors, 2000,
p. 84) but, in fact, prototype is an abstract representation of “central
tendencies of categories” (Rosch & Mervis, 1975, p. 574). The mistake is
understandable because the idea of prototypes was originally derived from
observation of actual typical members. The first empirical studies of this sort
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of typicality involved color categories (Berlin & Kay 1969; Kay & McDaniel
1978; Kay & Kempton 1984; Kay et al. 1991; but see Saunders, 2000). The
categories were found to have the following properties. First, categories were
shaped by their use instead of language. Second, centers of gravities
(prototypes) were identified for distributions of each of the colors. Third,
members that were closer to the centers of gravities were learned faster, later
categorized faster, and used more in novel situations.
These core findings of the prototype theory were also interpreted in terms of
fuzzy sets (Kay & McDaniel 1978). Fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1965) provides
empirically motivated constraints for prototype representation (Zadeh, 1982),
which can be used to construct an actual process model for implementing the
categorization, as in Publication III. Prototype theory itself does not provide
any kind of a process model (Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Rosch 1978). Fuzzy set
theory assigns a degree of prototypicality for each data entity (e.g., tasted
wine) if it lies within a given bound from the prototype. This way fuzzy set
theory can provide constraints for distance metrics of later-developed CS.
However, many practical questions are left open for actual implementations.
One of such questions is deciding how many prototypes and concepts are
needed. For instance, Russian language differentiates light and dark blues
leading to more sensitive color discrimination compared to English speakers
(Winaver et al., 2007). When CS theory is used for decision-making, the
question of categorization is converted into question of which prototype is
most similar to the data point to be categorized.
The notion of choosing among prototypes has several consequences. First,
all members of categories are not equally prototypical or equally “good
representatives” of the category. Applying fuzzy set theory to CS leads to
graded similarity measures as opposed to binary categorization. Second,
categorization is more difficult at the borders between the categories. As a
consequence, perceptual system has tuned to be more sensitive at the borders
(Harnad, 2003), for instance between color categories blue and green (Kay &
Kempton, 1984). Third, the categories are developed as alternatives for one
another. In CS theory, this notion takes form of contrast classes. For instance
the skin colors beige and brown are linguistically referred to as ‘white’ and
‘black’. Gärdenfors’ (2000, p.121) idea is that ‘white’ and ‘black’ are opposite
ends of continuum in conceptual space of skins. Fourth, Gärdenfors argues
that conceptual system strives toward such spatial representations, in which
categories are associated with convex regions. Convexity can simply be a
consequence of interpolating between prototypes. Convexity implies
“betweenness”, which is to say that if two points belong to a category so do
points between them. The possible convexity of categories is not easy to
evaluate empirically and it is not as essential for current purposes as
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prototypicality. Overall, prototype theory leads to mental representation,
which relates perceptions to one another instead memorizing them separately
(as in exemplar theory of Medin & Schaffer, 1978).

4.4 Summary of contributions
This chapter discussed the fundamental properties of CS theory in relation to
supportive empirical evidence. One reason for the new empirical evidence is
that they are related to the visual perception, where as Gärdenfors was more
interested in promoting the view for linguistic purposes. The motivation of
visual perception was that information visualizations preprocessed to
conform to the fundamental properties of CS are assumed to be easier to
comprehend. For instance, if conceptual similarities of political candidates
were mentally determined in continuous space, then spatial visualization,
which emphasizes the continuum, would be easier to understand. The general
means to develop the political application (Ch. 2) towards spatial
representation was to utilize SOM dimension reduction and prototypes. One
special way to emphasize the graded nature of conceptual similarity was
interpolating gradient color shading between the opposite prototypes.
The new contribution of this chapter was to relate the CS theory to
empirical findings and to outline its fundamental properties to be
emphasized in visualization. Moreover, Publication III provided an example
of a process model based on CS theory to support its feasibility. The empirical
evidence supported affirmative conclusion for the second research question
as humans were shown to be able to reduce dimensionality of multidimensional sensory input. They were simply not choosing few dimensions
from input, but instead constructed new ones. The third research question
about the nature of mental representations was answered by outlining the
fundamental properties of CS theory. Those were spatial representations,
dimension reduction, and categories separated after interpolating between
prototypes.
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Overview of Chapter
The previous chapter discussed the form in which preprocessed multidimensional data would be understandable. This chapter discusses properties
of human visual system to determine how that information can be delivered
through visual modality efficiently. We move from the question of what to
represent to the question of how to do the representing. An important
challenge for the representing is caused by the narrow extent of high-acuity
vision (see Fig. 1), which makes it difficult to locate the relevant items from
data-intensive visualizations. This challenge corresponds to the fourth
research question (of Sect. 1.2):
What kind of visual representation of the preprocessed data would guide
user’s eyes and attention to the most relevant locations?
Before describing any vision research or visualization solutions, the related
objectives for understanding multi-dimensional data need to be discussed. A
good starting point for the research of visualizations is to focus on the aspects
of their use that are most difficult. Large quantities of multidimensional data
often lead to difficulties in locating and integrating details. Integration, as
relating spatially separate details, has been argued to be the most essential,
difficult, and time-consuming task with visualization (Carpenter & Shah
1998; Gattis & Holyoak 1996; Guthrie 1988; Guthrie et al. 1993).
Consistently, Publication V suggests that the integration task is suitable task
for differentiating usable visualizations from difficult ones by using
behavioral experiments. These difficulties have been argued to result mainly
from spatial separation of details (Sweller et al. 1990), which is discussed
next as the increased separation leads to the use of peripheral vision. This
section suggests ways to minimize these difficulties based on vision research.
A similar objective is to guide user’s attention instead of capturing it.
Guidance takes place contingent on user’s objectives. This leads to different
cognitive processes in control of attention and eye movements (Posner 1980;
Müller & Rabbit 1989; Berger et al. 2005; Shipp 2004) compared to capture.
There are two main reasons to avoid attention capture, for instance by
movement (Boyce & Pollatsek 1992; Hillstrom & Yantis 1994; McCrickard et
al. 2001) or appearing object (Todd & Van Gelder 1979; Yantis & Jonides
1984; 1990 Faraday & Sutcliffe 1997). The first reason is that designers of the
visualizations typically do not know the exact motivations of the users. The
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user might want to ignore the emphasized piece of information and focus on
others. In that case, the capture is distracting (Gillie & Broadbent 1989;
Czerwinski et al. 2000; Oulasvirta & Saariluoma 2004). Second, different
dimensions of multi-dimensional data should be treated equally by
representing visual features (Publ. V), except for possible data-driven
preprocessing (Sect. 2.3). For instance, using famous Chernoff’s (1973) faces
instead of sector diagrams to represent dimensions of political questionnaire
data (Publ. II) would not conform to this objective, because the mapping of
dimensions is arbitrary. Visual system is innately paying more attention to
the dimension visually represented by eye shape (Emery, 2000) at the
expense of dimension represented by nose shape.
Thus, guidance is not simply an issue of increasing saliency, but perhaps
equalizing the saliency across dimensions (van den Berg et al., 2008) and
facilitating search and selective focus between prominent aspects of the data
(Publ. VI). Spatial attention and central vision need to be guided, because
they are often needed for effective perceptual performance. Without them
even large changes in visual field might not be detected, as in change
blindness and inattentional blindness experiments (Neiser 1979; Rensink et
al., 1997; Mack & Rock 1998; Rensink 2000; Simons & Rensink 2005;
Simons & Silverman 2004; Henderson & Castelhano 2005).
In general, the vision research and suggestions for visualization in this
chapter are selected based on the proposed sequential framework of
interacting with visualizations (Fig. 1). The first section (5.1) approaches the
challenges of finding visual features for data representation by reviewing the
use of peripheral vision in behavioral studies. Peripheral vision is shown to be
important for several visual tasks. Its importance seems to be in providing
rapid visual information in more abstract level than what is obtained later by
central vision and focused attention. The behavioral studies also give
indications about the proper spatial scale for peripheral representations.
The rest of the vision research sections involve visual searching, because the
visualization interface is not easy to use if one has to spend much time
consciously searching for the relevant details. The sections are divided by the
conditions and definitions of search targets to (i) single feature targets, (ii)
multi-feature targets, and (iii) elaborate searches with several eye
movements. Targets are simply the items that fulfill the perceptual search
criteria. For instance dots or squares are targets when looking for a certain
city on a map. The two objectives of the reviews are to identify visual design
features (e.g., color coding, spacing between items) that determine the
performance level and to outline the methodology for studying graphs based
on how human visual processing has been studied.
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5.1 Peripheral vision in guidance of attention
A suggested general solution to aid the search and integration is to provide
outlines of data through peripheral vision. According to the sequential
framework of interacting with visualizations (Fig. 1), the main purpose of
outlines is the guidance of attention instead of immediate delivering detailed
information to the user. The outline helps the locating task by restrict spatial
attention and eye movements to the most likely regions, where the searched
detail is located. Visible outlines can only result from large elements due to
the resolution in peripheral vision. The outlines presented in peripheral
vision provide context for the detailed information the user is inspecting. This
is reminiscent of fisheye views (Furnas, 1981; 1986), in which important
locations or aspects are visually magnified surrounded by general context.
Human vision acts analogously when the gaze location selects an important
location to be the target of eye fixations. The important location is
“magnified” as the visual acuity increases after the eye movement. Later the
outline helps the integration task by providing a superstructure for working
memory to relate the details. Publication II utilized the above ideas, but also
special solutions for the search and integration difficulties. The object
displays (Ch. 6) were used to represent all the dimensions close to one
another and the similar items were placed closer than dissimilar items with
help of the SOM algorithm. The peripheral outlines in that SOM visualization
were created by sketching fuzzy boarders between categorical regions (Fig. 3)
as in CS theory (Sect. 4.3).
The benefits from the above solution are supported by the empirical
findings discussed next. First, the peripheral vision is shown to help in very
many situations including searching. Second, the findings show that
peripheral vision is in position to guide central vision, because it seems to
operate faster than central vision. This is crucial for time-intensive
interactions with visualizations (Ch. 3). Accordingly, multi-dimensional
visualizations should be evaluated based on perceptibility of overviews (Publ.
V). In an alternative model, the perception of details precedes and the
overview is constructed from the details (Marr, 1982). If that would be true,
the

psychophysical

evaluation

of

visualizations

should

focus

on

discrimination of fine details (Kosslyn 1985; Cleveland & McGill 1984; 1985;
Zacks et al. 1998; critically in Wainer & Thissen 1988). Third, the findings
provide indications for what is the proper size for peripherally presented
visual elements.
Several lines of behavioral research have shown that peripherally seen
global patterns are used in directing central vision (Publ. IV). First, memory
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studies with rapidly presented images have shown that general large-scale
concepts (e.g., picnic) can be extracted from image before eyes have time to
move (Potter 1975; 1976; 1993; Potter et al., 2002). The overview seems to be
remembered, but not the details (Irwin 1996; O’Regan 1992; Intraub 1997).
Second, recognition of detailed objects have benefited from large
backgrounds, again, before eyes have time to move (Biederman 1972; 1982;
Biederman et al., 1973; 1974; 1992; Boyce et al. 1989; Boyce & Pollatsek
1992). These two findings generalize to natural images but also to line
drawings, typically used in visualizations. Third, neurophysiological findings
have shown that visual processing of larger parts precedes processing of
smaller details (Bullier & Novak 1995). Fourth, groups of items have been
compared faster than their parts (Pomeranz 1981; 1989; Ariely 2001; Chong
& Treisman 2003). This is probably due to perceptual grouping into preattentively perceived textures (Julesz 1981; Bergen & Julesz 1983), as used in
visualizations (Healey et al. 1996; Healey 1998; Healey and Enns 1999;
Interrante 2000). Finally, visual searches became slower when eye
movements are monitored and the peripheral vision concurrently occluded or
filtered (Rayner & Fisher 1987; Watson et al. 1997; Bertera & Rayner 2000;
Loschky & McConkie 2002; Reingold et al. 2003 Geisler et al. 2006, see also
modeling by Najemnik & Geisler 2005; Torralba et al., 2006 and tunnel
vision in Luo et al. 2008). Altogether, these findings suggest that peripheral
visual information is often used to guide centrally perceived details.
The usefulness of outlines in peripheral vision depends on the perceptibility
and the impact of the outline as guiding factor relative to currently perceived
information at central processing. For instance, seeing faces or reading labels
automatically slow down disengagement of attention and gaze, even if they
are not capturing stimuli. Publication VI and the filtering studies cited above
give indications for the minimum size at given distance, so that the outline is
perceived in first place. The size that has most impact can be estimated from
experiments in which objects (e.g., letters) of different size provide conflicting
information (Navon 1977; Kinchla & Wolfe 1979; Antes & Mann 1984). Those
experiments corroborate the general conclusion of this section that large
objects up to the size of 6° – 9° (degrees visual angle) influence the
perception of smaller ones, more than vice versa. Consistently, HCI
researchers have avoided using visual elements larger than 5° (Casey &
Wickens 1986; Tullis 1997).
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5.2 Visual search for deviant single feature
Overview of Section
The objectives of the following three sections are to (i) develop
methodology for using the visual search tasks with information
representing graphs, and (ii) identifying relevant visual design
features that affect the efficiency of the visual search. Therefore, this
section provides the first and general part of the answer to the last
research question (of Sect. 1.2):
How should multi-dimensional visualizations be evaluated
quantitatively
by psychophysics?
The discussion has two objectives: (i) to provide motivation and
support for the experimental methods and stimuli, used in
Publication V and VI, and (ii) to determine the design features that
make visual searching efficient.
The reviewed experiments were designed to reveal properties of visual
processing. The applied experiments in Publication V and VI, in contrast,
were designed to evaluate stimuli capable of representing multi-dimensional
information. Thus, there was no direct motivation to replicate, contradict, or
to discover new phenomena as in the reviewed experiments. Rather, the
applied research aim to extend the generality of basic research findings to
settings that model the real use of visualization applications.
Another objective of this chapter is to determine the design features that
make visual searching efficient. The conditions for the search are typically
divided according to common criteria into three sections (5.2 - 4). The first of
these sections (5.2) focuses on such situations in which a single deviant
feature (color, size, shape etc.) can be used to detect a deviant data value. This
has been called feature search. Publication VI provides an example of how
this knowledge can be used to design a visualization from which outliers can
be located very quickly. The following sections provide a more general
discussion

about

the

used

low-level

visual

features,

because

the

psychophysically evaluated graphs only utilized orientation, length and size.
However, sometimes several features need to be evaluated together in order
to detect a deviant or searched individual from multidimensional data.
Searches related to simultaneous perception of multiple features are
discussed after that in Section 5.3. These have been called conjunction
searches. These two sections describe the easiest cases of locating interesting
individuals and data dimensions. In other cases, users need to perform
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several eye movements (Sect. 5.4) and extensive analysis of details using
central vision.
The efficiency is typically associated with parallel or preattentive visual
processing. Search is called parallel if the performance level does not
deteriorate from adding spatially distinct objects or simultaneously processed
features (in conjunction search). The visual design features, which have been
shown to influence single feature locating abilities, are listed next with short
definitions (Geisler & Chou 1995; Carrasco et al. 1995; 1998; Palmer et al.
2000; Bertera 2000; Levi 2008).
Key results of Section
Single feature search depends on:
(i) Target/non-target similarity – difference between target and nontarget in a visual feature,
(ii) Decision criterion – threshold for visual feature of an item to fulfill
target criterion,
(iii) Speed-accuracy trade-off – tendency to delay response for more
accurate responding,
(iv) Eccentricity – distance between an item and the center of the gaze,
and
(v) Crowding – adjacent items harm identification if their spatial distance
is too small.

Only the crowding and eccentricity are further discussed next because
designers of visualizations can adjust them independent of data and users by
changing the distance between the visual objects. Crowding harms object
recognition if the distance is too small. The required distance increases
linearly with the eccentricity (Bouma 1970). Consequently crowding is a
problem of peripheral vision. However, crowding should not influence
detection of the item's presence, but only its identification based on several
integrated visual features (Levi 2008; Pelli et al. 2004 Pelli & Tillman 2008) the conditions discussed in next section. Publication VI showed first
indications of crowding phenomenon with graphs, but more research is
needed to evaluate the real significance of crowding for the information
visualization. In fact, crowding could be beneficial for the texture
visualizations, when object recognition is not the main task. Again, this
underlines the importance of developing evaluation criteria for the efficiency
of visualizations, which is a major objective of this thesis.
The methodological question of how to measure the efficiency of search
from graphs could also be developed based on visual search experiments. The
most important factor to be controlled is the eccentricity (cf. visual acuity in
Fig. 2) because the eccentricity of an object depends on the gaze direction.
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Otherwise the performance level is determined by an irrelevant random
factor, namely where the test subject’s gaze happens to be when the task
begins. There are two general approaches for this problem. The first visual
search experiments in 1960s measured the eye movements (Williams 1966).
Alternatively, most of the studies 1980s and 1990s have measured manual
reaction times after eliminating the eye movements by short presentation
times. The latter approach is much more easier and was followed by a
seminal study of Treisman & Gelade (1980). The criterion for the search
efficiency was the lack of set-size effect, meaning that the manual reaction
time should remain constant when additional non-target items are included.
However, this thesis suggests that eye movement measurement should be
used for evaluating visualizations if this is not too inconvenient. The choice of
using either eye or hand as response modality might have important
consequences for the related visual neural processing, as discussed in
Publication VI. Eye movements are ecologically important according to the
proposed sequential framework of interacting with visualizations (see Fig. 1).
Eliminating eye movements by an artificial time is not representative of real
perceptual dynamics and interactions with visualizations (Chmiel 1989; Klein
& Farrel 1989). Gaze shifts constitute a better model for the real use
compared to manual reaction times because gaze shifts are related to
information retrieval by high-acuity central vision and they are a
precondition for effective manual operations (Ballard et al., 1995; Land &
McLeod, 2000; Land & Hayhoe, 2001; Johansson et al. 2001; Hayhoe et al.
2003; Land 2004), especially with the pointing devices (Smith et al. 2000).
The time needed for manual operation with a novel object might even triple if
the gaze shifts are prevented. Thus, eye movements recordings are need to
reveal the efficiency of graphs in interaction sequences longer than half a
second.
For the shorter visual perception tasks, this might not be necessary. When
user initiates a change in a dynamic interface the initial gaze point is often
known. For instance, in the political service discussed in Chapter 2, when
user selects one alternative, the gaze point surely is at the alternatives (see
Fig. 3). Then, the eccentricity of the alternatives is small, and the eccentricity
of the SOM view is larger. The exact eccentricity depends on the viewing
distance and the size of the (window on the) display. The selection updated
the SOM view and, for instance, a too fast onset would have been interruptive
for inspection of the alternatives. The possible interruption would have been
caused by an attention capture by motion or onset at the SOM view located in
visual periphery. Attention capture closer to gaze point is likely to be less
harmful as the eccentricity, and the corresponding visual acuity, do not
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change that much. Thus, the designer can often temporarily reason where the
gaze is located.

5.3 Visual search for conjunction of several deviant features
As mentioned, many useful possibilities for multi-dimensional visualization
emerge if more than one visual feature can be used to represent the different
dimensions. More subtle difference can be represented and the relevancy of
an item might depend on more than one visual feature. The unwanted
consequence is that user’s ability to differentiate the relevant items can
become worse. For instance, the conjunction search for unique targets might
require selecting red and small item, instead of simply choosing small item.
The following discussion evaluates the extent to which the search difficulty
increases under different conditions with the additional items.
The conjunction search related conclusions from vision research have
changed in past few decades and the visualization principles should change
accordingly. In 1980s, conjunction search was generally thought to happen
serially (Treisman & Gelade 1980; Treisman 1982), which would make dataintensive visualization difficult to use. However, the generality of this
conclusion has been denied in many studies after that (e.g., Luria 1975;
Nakayama and Silverman 1986; Chmiel 1989; Wolfe 1994; van den Berg
2008). Nevertheless, the textbooks for the design of visualizations have
advised not to several features in conjunction (e.g., Bertin 1967/1983) except
for special conditions (three exceptions in Ware 2000, p. 170).
The reason could be that the efficiency of conjunction search in complex
visualizations is difficult to predict. It depends on the following visual design
features:
Key results of Section
Multi-feature search depends on:
(i) adding a redundant feature 1,2
(ii) density of items 3,4
(iii) eccentricity 5,6
(iv) perceptual grouping 7,8
(v) target/non-target similarity 9,10
(vi) visual variation in non-target items10,11
1 = Wolfe et al. 1989, 2 = Treisman & Sato 1990, 3 = Cohen & Ivry 1991, 4 = Julesz 1981, 5 =
Carrasco et al. 1995, 6 = Geisler and Chou 1995, 7 = Pomerantz 1981, 8 =Treisman 1982 9 =
Quinlan & Humphreys 1987, 10 = Treisman & Gormican 1988, 11 = Duncan & Humphreys 1989
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The last two are related to the obvious result that target saliency improves the
performance (Treisman and Gormican 1988) because fewer objects need to
be considered (Rayner and Fisher 1987). The above studies are sampled from
very large number of conducted studies (see e.g., Wolfe 1998) based on their
relevance for visualization.
However, the conjoint effects of the above-identified design features for
search efficiency are difficult to evaluate using the existing vision research
literature (but see van den Berg et al. 2008). Tentative implications of the
early findings can only be given. First, the spatial distance is important for
layouts (Kirch 1995) and can be used efficiently with colors. Colors can limit
the number of considered alternatives (Egeth et al. 1984) up to twenty items
in four colors (Duncan 1989). Second, shape can guide gaze to the most
informative location alone (Williams 1966; Viviani & Swensson 1982; Findlay
1997; Publ. VI) or in conjunction with colors (Findlay 1997), even if
immediate target identification is not possible. This again supports the earlier
conclusion that peripheral vision is utilized more in guidance of central vision
and not in recognition of fine details.

5.4 Browsing by moving eyes
This thesis has repeatedly emphasized that even static visualizations often
convey the information sequentially to the user due to eye movements.
Therefore, the ease of serial eye movements should also be considered with
efficient designs. By contrast, eye movements have typically been recorded
for conditions characterized by serial search (see Rayner 1998 for review).
Eye movement records of otherwise efficient designs can reveal the efficiency
of peripheral processing because small temporal differences can accumulate
compromising the usability of visualizations. Even an increase on the scale of
milliseconds can influence the chosen strategies by diminishing retrieval of
accurate information, which increases the use of fallible subjective memorization
(Ballard et al. 1995; 1997; Gray & Boehm-Davis 2000; Cary & Carlson 2001), for
instance when programming a VCR (Gray & Fu 2004). With a more positive
approach, this thesis has outlined the possibilities of external cognitive artifacts that
reduce cognitive load from the user's mind (in Sect. 3.3). Gaze direction is an
informative measure for benchmarking suitable visualizations as it reveals the
visibility of peripheral items (Jacobs 1986) and the requirements for spatial attention
(Williams et al. 1997).
Several findings from vision research indicate that the ease of gaze shifts
can lead to performance differences with otherwise efficient designs. First,
graphs often include visual indexes (numbers or letters), for which perception
depends more on central vision and gaze location than peripheral vision
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(Bertera & Rayner 2000). Second, eye movements are useful for retrieving
information farther from the periphery (over 8° in Scialfa & Joffe 1998) with
larger graphs. Thus, the search can be parallel only within a limited region,
and eye movements are relevant for more distant items. The third reason to
measure eye movement is that unnaturally limited stimulus presentation
time might not predict performance in context of use (Chmiel 1989; Klein &
Farrel 1989). The worst case would be that eye movement and manual
response performance would indicate different types of visual features and
graphs to be optimal for perceptual system. Eye movements have been
associated with intuitive and unconscious processing (sect. 3.1), where as
manual responses with conscious object detection (Norman, 2002).
Based on previous sections, peripheral vision can either speed up reaction
times (i) by providing information about the target or (ii) by guiding gaze
toward it. The eye movement recordings support the latter alternative as gaze
can selectively directed based on the visual features used in reaction time
experiments (Luria & Strauss 1975; Findlay 1997; Williams & Reingold 2001;
primates: Motter & Belky 1998a; Bichot & Schall 1999a; 1999b). The
selectivity refers to the probability of looking first at the task-relevant target
item (or one of them) as opposed to any other item. The gaze is shifted to
increase visual acuity and performance is not deteriorated by small
inaccuracy of eye saccades (Motter & Holsapple 2007; Motter & Belky 1998a,
exp. 4; Viviani & Swensson 1982; Findlay 1997). Very accurate saccades
might not be useful as they require more time (according to Fitts' law; Fitts
1954; Ware and Mikaelian 1987; MacKenzie 1992). If the visual acuity at the
target location is not sufficient after the saccade, an additional corrective
saccade is performed.
The accuracy of visually guided saccades and the need for corrective
saccades depend on the following visual design features:
Key results of Section
Search with gaze shifts depends on:
(i) distracting items close to the
target location1
(ii) density of those items 2
(iii) eccentricity 3
(iv) target/non-target similarity 4,5
(v) visual variation in other items 6
(vi) hurry to move eyes 6,7
1 = Walker et al. 1997, 2 = Motter & Belky 1986b, 3 = Findlay 1997, 4 = Jacobs 1986, 5 = Gilchrist at
al. 1999, 6 = Zelinsky 1996, 7 = Hooge & Erkelens, 1999
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As a rule, the factors that determine the accuracy of eye movements are
similar to the factors that determine the speed of manual responses (see
previous section).

5.5 Summary of contributions
In short, this chapter dealing with vision research lead to three different
kinds of conclusions:
(I) Peripheral vision helps more in guidance of gaze than in directly
conveying data.
(II) Visual factors summarized in above three result-boxes determine
locating abilities.
(III) Experiments with visualizations should control those factors,
timing, and gaze point.
This chapter approached the task of selecting visual features to represent
the data from the perspective of proposed sequential framework (Fig. 1) and
the challenges of finding and integrating details from data-intensive
visualizations. The proposed method to reduce these challenges is using
peripheral vision to convey outlines. Even though the use of preattentive
features has been discussed in visualization literature (Bertin 1967/1983,
Ware 2000), the vision research related to peripheral vision and visual
searching have, to my knowledge, not been discussed thoroughly before.
More importantly, the identified importance of outlines challenges the
traditional

psychophysical

evaluation

criterion

that

emphasizes

the

discrimination of details. In spirit of the sequential framework, outlines were
not so much intended to represent as much data as possible, but to lead users
toward the most useful details. The discussed empirical findings gave reliable
support for the usefulness of peripheral vision and for its use as a guiding
factor due to the speed of peripheral visual processes. Further indications
were given about the suitable size of visual features in periphery. In short, the
visual features should be larger and coarser (low spatial frequencies) than
those representing the detailed information.
The rest of the chapter evaluated search task of vision research for choosing
the proper visual features to represent data. The vision research results do
not warrant conclusions about the implications for changing one visual
feature in real and complex visualization applications. Instead, this chapter
focuses on identifying the visual design features that are critical for the ability
to locate details. The critical features were discussed separately for the
situations that do not require gaze shifts and those that do. The cases in
which target details are define either by one feature or several features were
also differentiated. In general, the search performance depends on the
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similarity between target and non-targets, variation in non-target items,
eccentricity, density of items, and perceptual groupings. In addition, when
several features need to be used concurrently the performance depends on
the redundant features and possible visual crowding. Vision research
provides exact limits for eccentricity at which crowding starts to harm object
recognition. The spacing between the items should be larger when they are
positioned further from the central vision. The ability to shift gaze accurately
toward the target depends very much on the same features than the manual
reaction times. The importance of gaze shifts for visual acuity and hand-eye
coordination were emphasized.
Aside from providing guidelines for the development of visualizations,
vision research findings were utilized for developing evaluation methodology
for graphs. An ecological valid criterion for data-intensive visualizations is the
ability to locate the relevant detail. This thesis suggests adapting vision
research methodology to compare human performance with graphs components of visualization application – in controlled laboratory settings.
The next chapter and Publication VI report examples of search experiments
for visualization purposes. In such experiments, the identified visual features,
which determine the search performance, should be controlled or their
contribution evaluated. Eccentricity, distance from gaze point to search
target, was identified as the most important determinant for that. Eye
movement measurement and restricted presentation times were discussed as
alternatives.
A typically disregarded implication of locating ability is the aid for
constructing integrated memory representation from perceived details. Visual
memory processes are not needed as much if the time between looking at
several items is shorter. This is argued to be important for understanding
complex visualizations.
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dimensional details into spatial layout. In opposite case, a mentally straining
strategy of memorizing details could be favored to speed up the browsing.
Then, memorization would reduce mental resources available for evaluating
the perceived information.
Next, the main aspects of the methods are only shortly summarized, but
more details can be found from Publications VI and VII. The objectives of the
following experiments differed from the vision research of previous chapter
as the experiments evaluated representations of data instead of evaluating
human perceptual processes. There were three general objectives for the
experiments. First, knowing the perceptual aspects of using sector and bar
diagrams uncover the contribution of sector diagrams to the popularity and
inferred usability of the discussed political visualization service. The two
sector diagrams in that service were the only user interface components,
which were not evaluated qualitatively in the prototype development phase
(Publ. I). Second, speed and ease of perception in the experiments reveal
effectiveness for visualization use in more general. The special objective of the
experiments was to evaluate these diagrams for clarifying the dimension
reduction visualizations. To ascertain the generalizations from the particular
political task domain, the experiments eliminated the entire political context
except the numeric data structures. Third, meaningful results would indicate
that the developed evaluation criteria, locating and integrating, are useful
(operationalization). Thereby many other diagrams could be evaluated
accordingly. When the above objectives were not conflicted, the methods of
the experiments were mimicking basic research as much as possible in order
to support generalizations from the results.

6.1 Integration study
Aims and Methods

Objectives of the integration study led to methodological differences
compared to basic vision research. First, and most importantly, graphs were
used as stimuli instead of the simplest visual features optimal for receptive
characteristics of human brain (e.g., typical Gabor patches). Graphs are
representations because the visual features (shape, size, color etc.) are
intended to refer to some other aspect of reality (possibly even hypothetical
aspect) than the visual feature itself. So far, such well-controlled studies of
visualizations have been scarce (see Publ. V for a review). The utilized graphs,
sector and bar graphs, were chosen among a larger set of alternatives because
they are easier to compare than the dimension reduction algorithms, and they
do not pose (much) artificial linking of different data points. The set of
alternative graphs consisted of object displays, which utilize shape for
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relating and integrating several data values (Casey & Wickens 1986; Carswell
& Wickens 1987; Wickens & Hollands 1999, p. 125-129; Bennet et al. 2000;
Bennet & Walters 2001). This objective made them suitable for multidimensional data because integration facilitates processing of several data
dimensions simultaneously. The benefit of object displays is that different
dimensions are represented by visual features of a single object instead of the
corresponding features in several objects. The underlying relations between
the dimensions and the mapping from data to visual shapes have depended
on the choices of the researchers. For instance, subjects might try to multiply
some values of dimensions with triangle shape (Carswell & Wickens 1987).
The following experiments utilized much more dimensions (25) than the
earlier experiments (two or three).
Second, the represented information was randomly sampled from the
election data (opinions of candidates). The simple artificial data used in basic
vision research might not be suitable for visualization research because it
might lead to overemphasizing the distinctiveness of cluster structures, which
would not be representative of real use. Nevertheless, Publication VI also
tested simplified data as perceptual stimuli using sector diagrams.
In the procedure of the first experiment, subjects evaluated the holistic
similarity between graphs representing 25 data points each (Fig. 5). The task
was to select the graph that was perceived as more similar to the standard
from two alternatives. The novel evaluation criterion, integration, was used
because it influences the ability to understand visualizations more than
discrimination of fine details (Carpenter & Shah 1998; Gattis & Holyoak
1996; Guthrie 1988; Guthrie et al. 1993). Most of the earlier experiments have
measured thresholds for discriminating small differences (critically in Wainer
& Thissen 1988). Most notably Cleveland and McGill (1984; 1985; Cleveland
1984) have based their ranking of graphs on fine discrimination. The
similarity evaluation was based on visual short-term memory of a graph
perceived only during 100 ms. This models the real perceptual sequence by
allowing the subjects to see the stimulus for as long as they typically would
during a single browsing fixation. The time is shorter than required for
typical saccade (200 – 300 ms), controlling the eccentricity effects (Ch. 5) as
a fixation marker controlled the gaze position. Performing accurately under
this constraint entails no delay for normal gaze sequence when visualization
is browsed. The objective of Experiment 2 was to ensure that the new
integration criterion and the above condition would not result in too much
compromise with the traditional criterion.
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Fig. 5 Procedure of Experiment 1 in Publication V. The phases are illustrated for sector
diagram in order of presentation (from top left to bottom right): fixation cross, blank screen,
standard diagram, alternative diagrams, and subjects response.

Thus, the experiment was controlled to measure reaction time (RT) and
accuracy of choices as dependent variables in two-alternative-forced-choice
(2AFC) setting. The manipulated independent variables of the Experiment 1
were similarity of the alternatives, type of graph (sectors or bars), color (B/W
or colors), and presentation time (100 ms or 1.0 s). In addition, the
interactive effects of these factors on dependent variables were analyzed. In
Experiment 2, the task was to detect differences in details. No colors were
used and the presentation time was not limited.
Results and discussion
In the integration experiments (Exp. 1 in Publ. V), the performance accuracy
was very high with both graph types and depended mostly on the size of the
differences in data values. In addition, the performance with sector diagrams
was consistently better than with bar diagrams. Sector diagrams also resulted
in lower discrimination thresholds for individual data values than bar
diagrams (Exp. 2 in Publ. V). Thus, the trade-off (between discrimination and
integration) typical for object displays (Wickens & Hollands 1999, pp. 125129) was not observed in these experiments.
The following reasons for the advantages of sector diagrams were
suggested. First, locating a diagram from a group of similar diagrams is easier
with sector diagram because they can be perceptual segmented using
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conspicuous gap between them. The gap results from round overall shape.
Second, each dimension is easier to identify because the identity of a sectors
is also redundantly represented by orientation and not only by location.
Orientation is a fundamental visual feature, for which brain has specially
tuned cells (Hubel & Wiesel 1959), and its use could distribute the neural
representation for larger group of cells. Nevertheless, the findings are also
encouraging for the use of object displays in general. Users can remember
and compare information rapidly across gaze shifts when they are browsing
multi-dimensional data points represented using different object displays.

6.2 Search study
Aims and Methods

The objective of Publication V was to model perception of sector graphs
during a single fixation. The complementary role of Publication VI is to model
the perception and the gaze sequence between the fixations. However, as
mentioned not much information is received during the saccades, and
therefore, the real objective of Publication is to evaluate how well users can
locate critical information from large sets of graphs.
Earlier parts of this summary (and Berg & Kojo, 2011) have argued that the
main challenge with multi-dimensional visualizations results from the large
number of data entities and dimensions. Thus, the search, as a model of real
use, requires locating the relevant entities and dimensions. In object displays,
a single entity or an individual corresponds to a single graph. The objectives
of Publications VI and VII correspond to Ullman's (1984; Rao & Ballard 1995;
see also Ballard et al. 1998) two primary visual routines for obtaining abstract
properties from visual field. First, the identification tasks (Publ. V and Exp. 2
& 4 in Publ. VI) correspond to the routine of extracting properties from a
pointed location. In line with the experiments, Ullman especially discusses
the importance of bounding contours for the comparing shapes of different
component parts. Second, the localization tasks (Exp. 1 and 3 in Publ. VI)
correspond to the routine of attending or pointing to specific aspects of
environment. In this thesis, the latter routine was examined in basic research
set-up of visual search. Together, these routines have been respectively
related to the two visual neural processing streams for 'what' and 'where' (or
'how') information (Rao & Ballard 1995), as discussed in Section 3.2.
The reasons for the different search conditions (Exp. 1-4) with sector
diagrams in Publication VI are explained next. Experiment 1 measured the
time needed to locate sector diagram (representing a data entity) having a
deviant value, and Experiment 2 measured the time needed to identify that
sector (representing a dimension). Experiments 3 and Experiment 4
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measured eye movements, instead of manual reactions, as the response
modality replicating Experiments 1 and 2 respectively. Both the choice of task
(identification / localization) and the choice of response modality (manual /
gaze) have been argued (Milner & Goodale 1992; 1995) to be differentially
related to the visual processing streams (ventral / dorsal). Therefore, all the
combinations of these alternatives were evaluated.
In isolation the studied tasks are categorized as feature searches (reviewed
in Sect. 5.2), but combining the tasks in Experiment 4 resemble conjunction
searching based on two features (Sect. 5.3). Whether the particular task
involves conjunction search is relevant because that indicates the risks of
crowding effects, as mentioned. Perhaps, the search component involved
would be rejected as conjunctions according to strict standards, but the
subjects do have to identify the diagram using one visual feature (length) and
sector by using another (orientation). The connection between basic vision
research and meaningful use of visualizations is often not straightforward on
the most detailed level of explanation.

Fig. 6 Procedure of Experiment 3 of Publication VI. Experiment 3 used same diagrams as
Experiment 1, but the experiment included sixty diagrams (only 18 presented here for clarity)
and measured saccadic accuracy.

As the number of data entities and the size of the entire visualization
increase, the eye movements become more relevant for the search. Thus,
Experiments 3 and 4 were conducted. This time the experiments measured
saccadic accuracy instead of keyboard reaction times (Fig. 6). As a result, the
measure becomes more sensitive because there were more diagrams or
sectors to look at (480-AFC, Alternative Force Choice) than there were keys
to press (2-AFC) in Experiments 1 and 2. Furthermore, manual response
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times could underestimate the capabilities of users of visualizations, unlike
eye movement measures (e.g., Chmiel 1989; Milner & Goodale 1995; see Sect.
3.2). Eye movements are also ecologically more valid response modality than
manual keyboard responses because they lead to higher visual acuity, aid the
use of pointing devices (Smith et al. 2000), and potentially externalize the
visual memory load (Ballard et al. 1995; 1997).

Results and discussion

The visual search experiments were designed to evaluate the identification
performance from object displays when the number of diagrams and
dimensions increase. The experimental task of the search experiments
assumed that the difference between the deviant search target and the nontarget items was large enough to be differentiated from peripheral vision.
This assumption was confirmed by Experiments 1 and 2 of Publication VI.
The main purpose of the search study was to find out if this perceived
difference leads to differentiation of the corresponding item and dimension
by gaze shifts. This was also confirmed by the Experiments 3 and 4 of
Publication VI. The identification performance was independent of the total
number of diagrams (up to 60), which is important for data-intensive
visualizations. The subjects could identify the deviant diagram from 60
alternatives each having 8 possible dimensions. Consequently, the subjects
were able to gaze at correct source from the 480 alternatives presented only
for 100 ms. The ability to identify the source proves that the preconditions
were filled for externalizing the memory to rapid saccades that access the
information when needed.
The localization and identification performance were very accurate in the
conducted experiments. Interestingly, performance was worse on the two
outer rings than on the two inner rings of experiments in exact accordance
with Bouma's (1970) criterion of peripheral crowding. Bouma’s crowding
limit is defined according to spacing between items and their eccentricity.
However, these experiments were not directly designed to evaluate the
crowding and thus it was confounded with lowered acuity at peripheral
locations. Thus, the agreement with Bouma's criterion could also be a
coincidence. This can be tested with further experiments by compensating the
lowered accuracy by scaling the objects larger at the periphery (according to
M-factor, Virsu & Rovamo 1979; Anstis 1998; Duncan & Boynton 2003). In a
nutshell, the reviewed visual search literature (Ch. 5) outlined some
important visual design features (such as eccentricity, target-distractor
similarity, and crowding) that should be analyzed when evaluating the
efficiency of different graphs. The results are likely to generalize to other
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visualizations when the saliency of the mentioned features is high relative to
other features (listed in Ch. 5). Most importantly, target items should not be
too similar with the other items or otherwise they cannot be differentiated.
The contributions of this thesis to information visualization are certainly
not limited to the conclusions that can be directly drawn from the results of
conducted experiments. More can be gained from the analysis of how to
design visualizations, what criteria to use for evaluation, and how to control
the evaluation. These analyses were based on a framework of interactive
visualization, in which understanding is a sequential process that depends on
the input from peripheral vision and the conscious capacities relieved by
externalization and use of data-driven intuition. The framework was based on
reviewed multi-disciplinary findings from neuroscience, psychophysics, other
behavioral research, and related modeling.
Together the results from all the conducted experiments lead to the
conclusion that the studied object displays (bar and sector graphs) fulfilled
the suggested criterion well. First, these object displays allowed simultaneous
attending to all dimensions of one data entity (e.g., product or person). This
result suggests that those graphs are suitable for sequential similarity
comparisons of very many discrete data entities. This way, object display can
complement dimension-reduction and convert some of the important
validity, usefulness, and reliability assessments to assessments of visual
similarity. For instance, a user doubting the dimension reduction can simply
evaluate whether similar data points are placed close to one another.
However, those graphs might not be efficient for all the possible multidimensional tasks, for instance evaluating the relations between the
dimensions per se might be difficult. Second, the experiments showed that
the data entities could be browsed within minimal gaze fixation duration (<
100 ms). For sector diagrams, this finding was also shown to extend to
searching and identification of deviant data entities and dimensions. The
natural gaze sequence with these diagrams is therefore not delayed and the
visualization can facilitate externalization of details. The externalization here
means that users need not to memorize the details, but instead, they can
rapidly access them by spatial gaze point indexing. To summarize all the
experiments, the psychophysical experiments (Publ. VI & VII) support the
ease of search and integration of information from object displays. Thus,
these object displays could effectively help users to overcome some of the
challenges in the understanding representations of dimension-reduction
algorithms.
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Two principal ways of externalization were distinguished: (a) external
memory and (b) interaction functionalities that externalize processing of
visualized data. An important example of former is when eye movements
index rapid (~ 300 ms) information retrieval based on the spatial location
(Ballard et al. 1995; 1997). In that case, user needs not to hold the
information in memory but gaze sequence can act as virtual memory book
(Rensink 2000).
As a result, many of the limitations of human working memory capacity are
circumvented. This possibility also motivated the conducted visual search
experiments (see Sect. 6.2) as the external memory resource would not be
utilized if memory retrieval takes too long. An example of

externalizing

processing is the use of dimension reduction algorithms to supplement
concept formation in user’s mind. Another example is rotating a piece in
game of Tetris instead of mentally rotating it (Kirsch & Maglio 1994).
P2. Visualizations adapted to human vision serve both mental
representations and actions.

For the reasons above (P1), visual interaction should utilize (a) unconscious
and intuitive processing as opposed to logical processing and (b) the visual
processing for guiding actions and observing consequences of those actions
(manual or gaze). These objectives need not to compete with the more
traditional objective of consciously recognizing visual features (shapes, colors
etc.) from visualizations. The first part of this principle argues that simple
decisions are better done with conscious logical processes and complex multidimensional decision with unconscious processes (Dijksterhuis et al. 2006;
Newell et al. 2009). In contrast to limiting the objectives of information
visualization for building mental models of the visualized data (Kalawsky
2009), the second part argues that learning interaction skills with user
interfaces should not be forgotten. The skills refer here to user’s ability to
perform proper actions that reveal the wanted information for processes of
visual perception. For example, user should know what buttons to press and
where to look without the need of conscious reasoning. Furthermore, the
existence of separate visual processing stream for interactive manipulations
and purposeful gaze shifts provides also evidence for the ecological
importance of interaction skills (Sect. 3.2). Some aspects of visualization are
simply easier to perceive as consequences of own actions. Accordingly, the
externalization principle (P1) states that representational demands can be
reduced if information is actively revealed when needed. The importance of
this principle has increased as the amount of interactivity in visualizations
has increased.
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P3. Simplifications of dimension-reduction (DR) algorithms can
guide user by providing outlines of data through peripheral
vision.

This principle is grounded on the answers to three of the discussed research
questions (2–4 in Sect. 1.2). The third principle differs from the first two
principles because it includes a specific suggestion for the design of
multidimensional visualizations. There is no pre-existing relation between
dimension reduction algorithms and peripheral vision. However, their
compatibility is suggested. First, humans were shown to be able to reduce
dimensionality of multi-dimensional perceptual input analogous to DR
algorithms. The analogy was evaluated by aligning the dimensions underlying
subjective similarity assessments with MDS constructed dimensions. For
instance, subjectively constructed dimensions (e.g., smoothness of surface)
for tactile sensations when touching surfaces (e.g., leather and tile) (Hollins
et al., 1993). The conclusion was that the results of dimension-reduction
algorithms could be understandable to users of multi-dimensional
visualizations

because

they

themselves

construct

analogous

mental

representations.
Second, Conceptual spaces theory was used to outline the information
structures that are natural for human understanding: (i) space of quality
dimensions with internal distance metrics, (ii) dimension reduction to
construct the quality dimensions, and (iii) prototypes as centers for the
alternative categories.
Third, behavioral studies of human vision show that peripheral vision is
capable of guiding the later gaze sequence of high-acuity central vision. This
is efficient perceptual strategy for humans because large visual shapes
presented in peripheral vision are typically perceived before smaller details in
central vision. Therefore, this principle (P3) could be called as peripheral
outline preview (POP) principle.
However, not every visual representation is equally perceivable in
peripheral vision.

Therefore, visual search experiments of perceptual

processes were reviewed (Ch. 5) to identify the visual design features (e.g.,
size, spacing, colors) that determine the capability of peripheral outline in
guidance of gaze direction. In addition, the neurophysiological limitations of
visual system were shortly discussed. This is necessary because, to my
knowledge, implications of peripheral visual system have not been thoroughly
discussed for information visualization. The typical approach provides only
examples as support for suggested principles (e.g., Bertin 1967/1983). The
reviewed basic research studies about human capabilities, however, are not
sufficient to determine the efficient characteristics of real visualizations
because visualizations typically utilize several visual features together. Thus,
the previous chapter consisted of psychophysical studies of perceiving graphs.
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7.2 Conclusions
The thesis presents an empirically-motivated framework for understanding
interaction with visualizations of multi-dimensional data as a sequence of
gaze shifts and manual operations. Three principles were derived from that
framework to guide the design of visualization:
(i) dimension reduction can provide outlines for peripheral vision to
guide gaze shift,
(ii) externalizing and intuitive processing can relieve capacities for
decisions,
(iii) observing consequences of own actions can uncover relations
between dimensions.
The first principle had the strongest empirical evidence as support. That
allowed the most specified conclusions for the design. The empirical findings
provide much certainty about the visual features that determine effective use
of peripheral vision. The empirical evidence about human dimension
reduction and understanding of algorithmic dimension reduction was very
much limited. Therefore much less certainty was given to the conclusions
about what to represent in periphery as an outline. Similarly the conclusion
about intuition in decision-making warrants more uncertainty. A special form
of intuitive interaction was specified; observing consequences from own
actions. The converging neuroscience findings provide much support for its
importance to humans in general. The practical impact of the last two
principles for real information visualization has not been directly evaluated
(but see Hutchins, 1995a; b). However, the discussed examples from
cognitive psychology provide indications that externalization can improve
performance with tasks that are likely to be relevant for understanding of
visualizations. The research challenge with externalization is to know how to
implement it. The benefits of externalization and intuitive processing depend
on the cognitive capacity limits, the usefulness of external tools, and their
compatibility with perceptual processes. The cognitive capacity limits are a
concern because they can restrict the effectively used dimensionality and was
shown to cause suboptimal decisions. This is especially important for the
users who are not familiar with dimension reduction methods.
Externalization is the most general answer offered to the challenges of
mental capacity limits that are exceeded by the large and complex data of
modern information visualizations. The idea is simply that functionalities of
visualizations can reduce the amount of information processing required
from the user. The release of mental resources, in turn, can improve
understanding of the data and its use for decision-making. The thesis
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suggests a novel externalization method for design of visualizations according
to which the users’ gaze shifts act as spatial index for detailed information.
This procedure can relieve users from the need to remember many details
when the speed of their perceptual information retrieval exceeds the speed of
initiating gaze shifts. Otherwise, visual browsing is delayed.
The thesis has suggested that the earlier objectives of visualization, as
maximizing the amount of data directly conveyed to the user, should be
extended to cover also the skills of interaction. Selective gaze shifts to the
most relevant spatial locations of visualization are likely to be important for
the user to understand the consequences of self-induced changes in dynamic
visualizations. Moreover, human visual neural system is likely to treat gaze
shifts themselves as actions, which influence the flow of information through
the eyes and should be optimized. Thus, peripheral visual information might
best serve user by guiding user’s gaze toward the most relevant aspects of
data instead of conveying much data in itself.
The framework and the above principles were also used to evaluate ways to
make visualizations efficient for large and diverse user-groups. For the
purpose, empirically derived evaluation criteria were formulated to assess the
effectiveness of visualizations. These criteria differ from those of typical
psychophysical experiments that have measured accuracy of perceiving a
single value. The novel criteria were selected based on the behavioral studies
of human vision and practical studies about the use of visualizations for
inferences. The critical subtasks in using complex visualizations are those
that are difficult or very frequent for users. The identified critical tasks for
complex multidimensional visualizations were:
(a) locating relevant details and
(b) integrating the details
(e.g.,

values

on

different

dimensions)

to

form

lasting

memory

representations.
The thesis showed that these critical tasks could be turned into controlled
psychophysical

experiments

measuring

real

graphs.

The

evaluation

methodology for graphs was derived from methods designed to evaluate
perceptual processes. In addition to methods, the reviewed research of
perceptual processes suggests several visual features that need to be
controlled in case of visual search. Such psychophysical control requires
much effort but this is unavoidable for the sake of reliable conclusions. The
reported experiments show that the suggested framework and the evaluation
criteria are also useful for benchmarking graphical elements. The future work
can benefit from the suggested criteria, but it remains to be shown how the
methods need to be adjusted for evaluating other graph types, and which
graph types lead to the most efficient performance.
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Published English abstract

Eye movements and the delusion of high
acuity visual field
Our daily experience of vision seems to result from wide high acuity visual
field. Nevertheless, we are unable to read without fixating to individual words.
This apparent paradox has received attention during the past decade by the
researchers of change blindness phenomenon. The subjects have been
surprised at their poor ability to perceive changes. On the other hand, the
research of experimental psychology has evidence for very fast abilities to
make coarse judgments based on peripheral vision. Therefore, the
experience of wide high acuity visual field is partly explained by
overestimated belief in own abilities, and partly by unconscious constructive
mechanisms that supplement the low resolution information from the
environment. The identified mechanisms are 1) the coarse peripheral vision,
2) instantaneous information retrieval using eye movements, 3) the use of
general knowledge for object recognition, 4) rapid conceptual memory, and 5)
mental imagery based on longer interval memory.
Translated article

Introduction
Even important characteristics of the world go unnoticed by the people without their
awareness. Attention is immediately drawn to rapid changes in visual field. However,
simple and easily recognizable features might not be registered if some other factor
interferes with this process. First, in the case of inattentional blindness (Mack & Rock,
1998), a demanding task prevents the person from detecting the presence of simple
objects. For instance, majority of the subjects did not notice a lady with umbrella
(Neisser, 1979) or a chest-beating person in a gorilla suit (Simons & Chabris, 1999) in
the midst of a basket ball game if they had to count the number of passes.
Second, in the case of change blindness (Simons & Rensink, 2005), similar flaws of
perception might occur in absence of any particular task. Even a large change in visual
image might not be noticed. In the worst case, the whole image can be gradually
changed and none of the steps is recognized. It has been presumed that the abrupt
changes or movements of objects are required to capture the spatial attention so that
they can be perceived (Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997). However, the shift of spatial
attention might be precluded due to eye blink, rapid flash of whole visual field, or visual
changes in other object.
The perception might fail as a result from lack of attention or simply from inadequate
visual resolution or acuity. Alternatively, the notion of visual resolution might include
very many different kinds of neural representations and their interactions in human
brain. In that case, inattention is simply a subclass insufficient resolution in the
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representation. The requirement for an accurate perception is that that the
corresponding neural representation exists and is updated according to the current
state of the environment. The source for inadequate resolution might as well be the low
number of receptors in retina or the perceiver's inability to update the representation at
the rate of changes in the environment. Thus, selective

attention includes both

focussed gaze and focussed information processing in perceptual system, termed covert
attention. Traditionally, the explanations have over emphasized the latter. The
underlying assumption has been that a person searching for an object is first focussing
the processing of different spatial locations one at a time and only then directing the
gaze towards the located target (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). The nature of covert
attention is much debated and much more poorly defined as an explanation, and
instead this article will focus on eye movements, peripheral vision, and transsaccadic
memory. Findlay (2004) has argued that the covert attention is not really used
independent of eye movements. The rapid parallel search from different location would
then be founded on low spatial frequencies processed with peripheral vision.
The eye movements have been studied with different methods already for about one
hundred years (Steinman, 2004 for review). The first measurements were based on the
measurements of light reflecting from cornea and the fundamental challenge of this
method is to differentiate between head and eye movements. Both are used for
perception in normal circumstances. Therefore, the common method to restrict the
head movements limits the generality of the findings. The first solutions to this
challenge were the use of mirrors that were attached to the head. The longer
measurement intervals were made possible by the use of mirrors attached to contact
lenses. Eye movements have also been measured by the resulting magnetic fields. Due
to the small angular size of high acuity vision, the eye movement measures provide
useful information about which part of visual field is seen in detail and with colors.
This spatial focusing is by far the most influential mechanism that controls attention.
This article will first discuss the findings about visual system in relation to peripheral
vision. As the ability to discriminate fine details from peripheral vision is lower than
from foveal vision, it is natural to ask what kind of perceptions or object-recognition it
facilitates. Similar to peripheral vision also general knowledge of the perceiver has been
shown to hasten the vision-based recognition.

A patient suffering from Anton's

syndrome might deny cortical blindness even though the primary visual cortex (V1) is
destroyed. This represents an extreme case, where the recognition is entirely based on
general knowledge. As an effect of general knowledge, it is interesting that the person
does not recognize the source for the information for the misinterpretation and the
constructed visual illusions are typical and believable given the prior experiences (e.g.,
Goldenberg, Müllbacher, & Nowak, 1995). Also the delusions of the high acuity vision
discussed in this article refer to the inability to recognize the real source of information.
In this case, the belief or sensation results from many constructive cognitive operations
instead of light absorbed in the retinal receptors. Visual illusion is created if this
cognitive construct differs from the visual information of the environment.
It has been suggested that the visual information is update on basis of demand. This
notion is supported by the eye movement research of the everyday activities. On the
other hand, the perceiver might experience having the high-acuity visual perceptual
abilities, because they remember the visual percepts at earlier gaze directions. This
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persistence can be evaluated by the rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP)
experiments. The alternative account is that like tropical fish humans would not
remember high acuity information very long but would evaluate it only at the location
of focussed central vision. For instance Horowitz and Wolfe (1998) performed RSVP
experiments (with 111 ms presentations times) and generalized their results to an
argument that the visual searcher would not learn anything at the longer intervals. In
this article, learning and accumulation of knowledge across several saccades are
examined by the research of visual imagery, as well. More precisely, how much the
serial nature of collecting high acuity vision influences the later spatial knowledge in
imagery? The discussed experiments attempt to find out whether the ability to later
utilize the information perceived during one particular fixation is independent of other
fixations. Alternatively, the ability to utilize detailed information can depend on the
overview of the visual scene or context in general.

Influences of peripheral vision to perceptual
abilities
The examples of inattentional blindness and change blindness mentioned in
introduction are evidence for inability to perceive high-acuity visual information
through the whole visual field. Unlike camera, human vision does not record
unmodified detailed image and instead the ability to perceive details very accurately
extends only to about 1° (degree of visual angle). When the distance from the center of
vision (eccentricity) increases, the visual acuity deteriorates exponentially, and already
farther than 4° (parafovea, Williams & Moody, 2004) visual acuity is much lower. The
visual acuities at different locations of visual field have been evaluated by so called
cortical magnification factor M that predicts the relationship between eccentricity and
contrast discrimination threshold (Virsu & Rovamo, 1979). Later experiments with
fMRI have supported the relationship with correlation between cortical area and
discrimination performance. The lower discrimination thresholds at central vision was
explained by the higher density of retinal cone cells, the increased sampling from cone
cells by ganglion cells, and by the higher number of cells in thalamus and cortex that
participate in the information processing.
Nevertheless, the peripheral vision serves an important role when the visual abilities
are studied within the first few hundred milliseconds after opening of eyes. The
perceiver does not have enough time to redirect gaze and high acuity vision for spatial
locations relevant for the interpretations. In research literature, this state of visual
perception has been called gist. Rensink (2000) has argued gist is used in a virtual
representation process that creates the delusion of wide high-acuity visual field. On the
level of performance, humans are only observed to be able to sequentially focus the
gaze at different objects. This article does not assume that the mechanism described by
Rensink would alone be sufficient to replace the lack of visual acuity in peripheral
locations. The other relevant mechanisms utilize previous experiences. The perceiver
both remembers detailed information from earlier gaze locations and applies the
general knowledge about the environment.
Also others have proposed theories similar to Rensink's virtual representations (e.g.,
Simons & Silverman, 2004), but his theory was one of the first attempts to explain the
delusion of high-acuity. According to Rensink's theory, the delusion is created by the
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sufficiently fast information access. Moreover, the perception is blurred before the
focused foveal vision because the gist remains unchanged before the gaze is relocated.
Rensink's notion of gist includes a schema that represents spatial relations between the
objects. Alternatively, gaze direction is not required to change if it is sufficient that
covert attention emphasizes the neural processing for the specified location. According
to Simons and Silverman, perceptual experiences depend both on the assumed
permanence of the environment and the finding that salient events exogenously attract
attention and awareness. The event is simply not acknowledged if it fails to draw
attention.
There are less controversial antecedent ideas in vision research for Rensink's theory.
As the time goes by, the perception of a scene is thought to proceed from global to local
elements. Navon (1977) specifies that details are perceived only if they are required by
the interpretations. The delusion of high acuity follows from interpretations that are
driven by conceptual knowledge and not only by the perceptions of the immediate
environment. This hypothesis is supported by the finding that subjects claim to see
human eyes in the facial photographs, even though they have been removed.
In the Navon's (1977) experiments, the subjects were shown letters (global elements)
composed of even smaller letters (local elements). Subjects were able to willingly focus
on either global or local elements. However, the global elements were recognized faster,
and in the case of contradiction only the perception of local, and not global, elements
were harmed. Navon's Stroop experiments (Stroop, 1935) provided similar results. The
“ach” / “es” -sound discrimination was harmed by global H- and S-letters, but not
similar local component letters. The results were corroborated by Kinchla and Wolfe
(1979), who showed these findings extend up to the stimulus size of 6° - 9°. The largest
stimuli used by Navon were the size 5.5°.
In order to describe the gist more accurately, its neural representations should be
specified. This challenge is operationalized here as “What kind of questions can
subjects accurately answer with gist?”. Biederman (1972) showed that the spatial
relations of gist influence object recognition in a scene. The effect persisted even if
subjects knew in advance exactly where the object would appear. The scene was divided
into six sections that were scrambled (see figure). The part with to-be-recognized object
was left unscrambled. Even though the scene was not large (3.5° x 5°), the scrambling
harmed the object recognition with presentation times of 300, 500, and 700 ms. Thus,
the subjects could have made few gaze shifts. Year later, Biederman (1973) showed that
the findings generalize to visual search from large scenes (19°) as well.
The scrambling was especially harmful when the object was missing and its presence
would have been likely given the surroundings. Furthermore, the target object was
more often not found in the case of scrambling. The findings were interpreted as
evidence for existence of scene level schema. Again, year later (Biederman, Rabinowitz,
& Stacy, 1974), the phenomenon was studied and this time the effect of eye movements
were controlled using limited presentation times (20, 50, 100, or 300 ms). With similar
experimental paradigm, the effects of scene were observed even at the presentation
times of 100 ms, and extending the presentation times to 300 ms did not improve the
performance when the scene was scrambled. This time subjects were instructed to
associate verbal labels to the scene. The performance improved when the task was to
recognize the object from four alternative labels. To sum up, the results of Biederman's
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experiments show that peripheral vision influences the object recognition that requires
high acuity.

Short presentation time ensures that subjects were unable to make

saccadic eye movements. Moreover, the function of peripheral vision is not merely to
guide subsequent gaze shifts. With natural images, the influence of background is
mediated by perceiver’s ability to associate meaning to visual perception and to
evaluate the probabilities for presence or absence. The following section presents
research findings that attach general knowledge to the associated meanings.

Figure The two stimulus stimuli similar to Biederman's (1972) experiments are presented above. Subject's
task would have been to answer whether there is a fountain or not. In the lower picture, the segments were
scrambled except the one including the fountain. The design of Biederman's stimuli did not control the
discontinuity of the spatial frequencies at the border of segments. However, this difference alone is not
likely to explain the results.

The influence of general knowledge and
generalization
Thus, Biederman's experiments showed that the objects or persons (e.g., priest in a
church) that were compatible with the background scene were recognized faster than
the incompatible ones. The separate visual processes that specify the compatibility are
associated with large (10°–15°) background features, diagnosticity of segregated objects
(1°–3°), and the relations between these levels (Boyce, Pollatsek, and Rayner, 1989).
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These experimental findings are supported by physiologically distinct systems of
magno- and parvo-cellular visual pathways. The diagnosticity of an object defines its
necessity for recognition process and its relation to target object by semantics or
schema. Davenport and Potter (2004) showed that the compatible background
increased the probability of accurate object recognition from 68 % to 82 % when the
presentation time was shorter (80 ms) than the one required for saccadic eye
movements. These results contested the earlier interpretations from experiments with
line drawing images in which the object recognition performance was independent of
semantics. Nevertheless, the influence of the surrounding scene is not limited to the
compatibility of the schema.
Biederman (1982) named five relation factors that influence the recognition: (i)
interposition of transparent objects, (ii) support of surfaces, (iii) probability of
presence, (iv) probable position, and (v) familiar size. According to him, “the innocent
bystander”-phenomenon proves that these factors cannot be explained by changing
scene schema. Innocent bystander is an object, for which the recognition time does not
increase when similar manipulations are done to other objects.
After the above-mentioned experiments, the defining criterion for scene related gist
has been the performance that does not improve much when the presentation times are
extended to allow saccadic eye movements. Chong and Treisman (2003) have used the
same criterion to show that visual-perceptual representations utilize the information
about group averages. In their experiments, the relatively good ability to evaluate the
average of radii from a group of circles did not improve much (difference in threshold
only 2%) when the presentation time was increased from 50 ms to 2 s. The ability to
compare individual circles, however, increased (5 %). The ability to differentiate
averages was almost independent of distributions of individual circles, with the
exception that two same distributions are easier to compare than two different ones.
These experiments were based on earlier experiments by Ariely (2001) with 500 ms
presentation times. Ariely associated his findings with the experiments of visual search
(Duncan & Humphreys, 1989), in which the reaction time depended on the ability to
group features of visual objects according to their distributions. Also, Chong and
Treisman associate averages and other statistical properties to distributed, as opposed
to focussed, attention in visual searching. Visual-perceptual representations seem to be
processing simple visual features according to statistical properties instead of qualities
of individual objects. This is an obvious example of very fast perceptual constructivity.
Thus, as one watches the numerous leaves of a tree, the perception represents some
kind of a generalization instead of features of individual leaves.
The better representation of an average compared to individuals can be interpreted
as a more accurately defined phenomenon than the ones Rosch (1978) characterized in
relation to prototype theory. Rosch's earlier observations emphasized the importance
of typicality for perception (Rosch, Simpson & Miller, 1976). Prototype theory states
that percept is not compared to typical or atypical individuals, but a summarizing and
generalizing representation of typical features. On top of that, Chong and Treisman
speculated that representations of averages could be useful for detecting outliers and
differentiating objects from textures. In relation to gist, these functions are essential
when the proper location for next gaze direction is evaluated.
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The influence of rapid memories
In the above-discussed experiments, the meaning in relation to previous knowledge
about the environment and its statistical properties influenced the perception. The
memory experiments discussed in the following are extending the role of semantics.
Potter (1976) showed that pictures can be understood at faster rates than they are
actually memorized. In these RSVP experiments, the presentation time for one image
was 113 ms. Even so, subjects could determine in 60 % of the cases whether image
corresponded with verbal description. Later memory experiments (Potter, 1993)
however showed that, after the sequence, subjects were unable to determine whether
they had seen the image, or not. The encoding of a picture into conceptual memory is
interfered by the following image of a sequence up until 1000 ms. According to Potter,
conceptual interference requires attentional resources unlike perceptual interference.
The formation of an enduring memory in the experiments required even 400 ms of
non-disrupted time. Potter (1993) interpreted the results of her later experiments in a
way that the subjects were able to construct their own concepts (e.g., picnic) and not
just select the predetermined categories. This ability was tested by semantics-based
decisions from alternative words that were not presented until the recall phase. The
conclusions of Biederman's (1982) experiments were similar; some semantic relations
between the objects were interpreted so quickly that they interfered with recognition of
these objects.
Even though iconic memory can persist up to 300 ms (Irwin, 1996), 400 ms were
needed for encoding of memories (Potter, 1976). The serially presented pictures
primarily influence each other as interruption in encoding of memories. The
memorizing of several images is disturbed only at very general level of processing and
not on the level of individual pictures (Potter, 2002). The ability to perceive a change
can also be prevented by a flash following immediately after the image. Rensink,
O'Regan and Clark (1997) used this experimental procedure to show that the change is
not perceived even though the original and changed image were shown repeatedly one
after another in intervals of 240 ms if empty screen was flashed in between for 80 ms.
Subjects knew that some kind of a change is going to happen. Additional important
finding is the persistence of this phenomenon when presentation times are extended to
include eye movements. Without the flash, 85 % of the disappearing objects were
detected by peripheral vision in other experiments (Parker, 1978).
Furthermore, the subjective importance of the object influences the ability to
perceive changes in it. Thus, also this factor points to the significance of attention in
explanations of perceptual abilities. To sum up, change blindness measures how much
details the memory includes. Potter's experiments, on the other hand, show that the
memory is rapidly fading if the temporally activated perceptual information is not
attached to the structure of semantics or schema.

Directing gaze in everyday situations
Semantics also influence the process of gathering new information. The research of eye
movements primarily reveals the locations from which user hopes to gain new
information. Inversely, this sometimes allows the researcher to evaluate what subject
already knows. In general, the gaze is not so much directed to obvious items, but to
surprising ones. The requirements of high acuity vision and selective focus of gaze,
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however, depend on task. In some experiments (Land, 2004), the perception of highresolution image was not deteriorated when the visual field was dynamically limited to
10° by using gaze-contingent method (in which the limiting frame moves along with the
gaze). Therefore, the information from peripheral vision outside 10° was not
acknowledged to create the delusion of high acuity visual field. Before evaluating the
role of eye movements in creating the delusion any further, some aspects of the
physiological foundations of visual processes need to clarified.
To begin with, recorded eye movements are generally categorized according to their
speed and degree of voluntary control. The fast movements are called saccades.
According to the research traditions, slower movements with corresponding objects are
called smooth pursuit and the whole-field-wide movements are called optokinetic
reflex. On the level of behavior, however, these classes form continuum. Head
movements, and not only eye movements, control the gaze direction as well. This is
most apparent in the case of vestibular-ocular reflex, when moving the eye into
opposite direction compensates the rotation of head. The process utilizes the sensory
information of vestibular organ in inner ear.

For the purposes of this article, it is

interesting to note that the requirements of compensation depend on the gaze point.
The required compensation is smaller when the eyes are fixated object at long distance.
These compensation processes relate to a more general characteristic of the visual
system. It has developed almost exclusively for detecting changes in retinal image that
are caused by eye movements. If the retinal stabilized image – for instance at contact
lens – does not change, the resulting neural representation disappears very quickly.
Thus, an efficient neural processing does not represent the unchanged aspects of the
environment, and this applies to the delusion of high acuity vision as well (Simons and
Silverman, 2004). In a nutshell, the information is acquired only when needed.
The following discussion will focus on how the eye saccades are utilized to collect
information about the environment. The transsaccadic integration of retinal image,
before and after the saccade will not be discussed much further. However, the amount
of information accumulated is surprisingly small and the attention related limitations
(so called capacity) prevent one from maintaining the location information for very
many (over four) objects (Irwin, 1996). The importance of selecting saccadic targets is
emphasized by the findings that more details are remembered from close proximity of
target location. The targets of high acuity vision are of interest when the natural and
ecologically valid vision is researched.
Already in 1960s, it was known that saccadic targets depend on objectives of the
perceiver (Yarbus, 1967). During normal kitchen work (e.g. making tea) gaze is almost
exclusively directed to objects, one at a time (Hayhoe et al., 2003; Land, 2004). First
the whole body is oriented towards the object, next moves the eyes, and finally the
hands extend for grasping. It seems that the high acuity vision supports the operations
with hands, but not the general orienting with the body. If the person is instructed to
maintain a constant fixation point, the required time is tripled. Only 5% of the time
task-irrelevant objects were gazed, and therefore endogenously driven spatial attention
deserves to be discussed later in this article. The acting person also makes use of the
ability to predict events when locating the gaze. Drivers gaze might already adapt to
changes before the steering wheel is rotated (Land, 2004). Nevertheless, inexperienced
drivers alone use high acuity vision for holding the car on a lane. Likewise, the gaze of a
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table tennis player who is receiving the serve precedes the bounce from the table with
200 milliseconds.
When the gaze location is almost constant, it is called fixation. According to Land
(2004), the purpose of fixation is to locate something, participate in the grasping, or to
confirm some condition. However, the hand itself was not gazed in his experiments.
When reading the average duration of fixations is 225 ms. Furthermore, the masking
experiments indicate that only the first 50 – 70 ms are used for receiving visual
information (Land, 2004). Thus, most of the time is spend on preparing the next
saccadic eye movement. For natural images, the average fixation duration is 330 ms,
but there is relevant variance between individuals (Henderson, 2003). In every day
tasks, such as when preparing a sandwich, the fixation duration varies even between
100 – 1500 ms (Hayhoe et al., 2003). The longest fixation durations are associated with
the guidance of grasping and the shortest are apart of a predefined sequence. These
findings emphasize the process nature of directing gaze as a part of visual perception,
similar to Rensink's (2000) virtual representations. The gaze direction in context of
mental imagery is discussed. The aim is to determine whether this process nature is
only specific feature of information pick up, or is the neural representations
constructed sequentially, as well.

The eye movements during mental imagery
and cumulative visual memory
The first indications of the role of eye movements in mental imagery were reported in
1960s. Haber and Haber (1964) studied the eidetic memory of 8 – 12-year-old children.
The eidetic memory roughly resembles the popular conceptions of so called
photographic memory. The following qualitative differences to others were identified
with about 8 percent of children in this age group, but almost none with the older agegroups. Their memory (i) was not based on after images, because it lasted dozens of
seconds (eye movements are within hundreds of milliseconds) and (ii) included
positive colors. They remembered (iii) many small details and (iv) experienced the
images as lively and external to them. In addition to verbal descriptions, the eidetic
memory was distinguishable in (v) eye movements that corresponded with spatial
location of the previously shown details. Hebb (1968) was, to my knowledge, the first
who interpreted these findings so that eye movements have the role of organizing
memories.
The interpretation was ahead of its time and did not become empirically meaningful
until when the measurement devices developed the same level as in the experiments
discussed in the following. In the 10 years, Brandt and Stark (1997) were the first to
report controlled experiments about the association between the content of mental
imagery and eye movements. The significant factor that made their experiments
successful was their choice of the task and stimuli. The task was to remember the
location of small quantities of black dots within a chessboard. Thus, all the meaningful
content of the experiment explicit in the visible spatial organization. The subjects' eye
movements at the moment of perceptual encoding and at the moment of mental
imagery strongly resembled one another. However, the fixations duration was 20 ms
longer in the case of mental imagery and, as a result, the total gaze path was shorter
within the equally long interval. Process monitoring hypothesis explains the
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lengthening of fixation by the difficulty of constructing the memory. The similarity of
gaze paths was inferred by using string-editing analysis; every location is marked with
specific symbol, and then, the similarity of strings of these symbols is analysed. It is not
clear whether these findings hold if the semantic significances of the original locations
are changed. To my knowledge, this is yet to be tested.
Laeng and Teodorescu (2002, see also Mast & Kosslyn, 2002) used the experimental
setting of Brandt and Stark to prove the causality of eye movements in memory-based
imagery. The resulting eye movements, in the experiments of Brandt and Stark, could
have only been secondary and epiphenomenal effect of imagery. In the experiments of
Laeng and Teodorescu, there were no eye movements if the eyes were fixated when
subjects perceptually encoded the image. Note that it is possible to redirect attention
without moving eyes. This is called covert attention. However, the performance
deteriorated if it was possible to move the eyes during the perceptual phase, but not
during imagery phase. Thus, the locations are represented in a coordinate system
relative to gaze point. This finding was confirmed also by another experiment. In that
experiment, subject used visual imagery to answer a question about visual details of a
tropical fish. Fishes were placed into each of the four corners of the image. The authors'
interpretation of the results was that the mental image is constructed using spatial
index of a motor coordinate system. This is how the order of parts is encoded. Thus,
perception is not only about storing the representations, but there is also learning
about directing attention and searching or browsing the objects. Furthermore,
Chapman (2005) compared the memorizing of fixated and non-fixated objects.
According to his results, memories of pictorial details depend on gaze locations, in
contrast to memories of more general relations that are part of the gist.
A similar new interpretation of change blindness has emerged in recent years.
According to Henderson and Castelhano (2005), change blindness results from shifting
gaze instead of covert attention. Their experiments controlled the eye movements. An
object was masked only after it had been fixated and the gaze had shifted to another
location. Consequently, the number of change detections increased above the random
level. The difference to the results of Rensink et al. (1995) ensue from making sure that
the subjects had been fixated the later disappearing object. Several subjects also
acknowledged the change after fixating again the changed location that acted as a
memory cue. Thus, Henderson and Castelhano argue that change blindness often result
from problems of recall that are related to the current gaze point. To summarize, it
appears that, at least part of, visual memories are represented in a coordinate system of
eye movements. If the representations simply utilized the coordinate system of external
world, the eye movements would be unnecessary and shift of covert attention would be
sufficient.

Summary
This article has discussed the cognitive processes that are responsible of constructing
visual representations. Navon's (1977) experiments imply that peripheral vision is first
used to construct a representation of larger regions as part of a gist and only then
spatial attention selects some details of the scene. According to Navon, relevant details
are located before they are identified. The first line of research discussed in this article
examined the information perceived during one fixation. The effects of eye movements
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were excluded by short presentation times. The results of Biederman et al. (1972; 1973;
1974) have shown the importance of peripheral vision in object recognition. He
interpreted the object recognition to depend on both more general scene schema and
spatial relations between the objects in the scene. Thus, perceiver first creates gist level
representation, which is used for more precise representations. During a fixation,
general knowledge is used to interpret the relation between the object and the scene.
For instance, based on the earlier experiences, priest is easier to recognize at the
church. At the same time, new relational knowledge is generalized. Ariely (2001), and
researchers Chong and Treisman (2003) have shown that averages are extracted
quickly and even more reliably than feature values of individual object forming a group.
Therefore, rapid perceptual representations mostly involve statistical properties of
groups, instead of individuals, in the same way that gist precedes details. In the
experiments of Biederman et al. (1982) and Potter et al. (1976; 1993; 2002), semantic
relations between objects were rapidly available to the perceiver and influence object
recognition. Thus, high acuity vision depends on understanding semantic relations of
the details.
In addition to generalizations, gist can be utilized for conceptualization. Potter's
experiments showed that scene can be conceptualized as picnic very rapidly, but it is
still not recognized as familiar soon after. Recognition memory requires time without
interruptions for encoding. Similar ideas have been used to explain change blindness.
According to this explanation, brief flash can prevent encoding the changing detail. The
assumed requirements, that are not fulfilled, are the amount of details in the case of
change blindness and the association to conceptual knowledge in the case of Potter's
RSVP experiments.
Rensink, as an important change blindness researcher, has argued that this
phenomenon proves the lack of high acuity vision at the corresponding retinal location.
According to him, the delusion of high acuity in vision results from knowledge that is
accessible immediately - from the perspective of experience – by directing the gaze. As
a metaphor, he describes an Internet page that is accessible by hypertext links, as
opposed to having the information stored at own home computer. Consistently, gaze
directions in every -day tasks often focus on objects at hand. Even if the peripheral gist
would be enough for the task, the motor performance time triples when the eyes are not
moved. Accumulated knowledge is used to anticipate the future needs for high acuity
vision. The findings from more controlled experiments suggest that very much
information is not accumulated over individual saccadic eye movements. Furthermore,
at least some of the accumulated memories are not represented in one coordinate
system independent of gaze-point. The exact processes to accumulate information
across gaze points are currently active subjects of research.
In addition, the research of visual mental imagery has found support for gaze
dependent memory representations. The research of school children in 1960s provided
indications that efficient memory performance requires repeating the original eye
movements. The controlled eye movement research methodology has confirmed these
observations about ten years ago. Later experiments have also confirmed the causal
role of eye movements for quality of mental imagery. If eye movements were prevented,
memory performance was harmed. Thus, spatial memory seems to be represented in
brain relative to gaze point of original perception. Again, similar explanations have
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been used to explain change blindness phenomenon. According to Henderson and
Castelhano, change blindness is often caused by problems in retrieving the information
from memory. The performance improves if there is certainty that the subject had
fixated at the location of change before and after the change.

Discussion
This article has evaluated the quality of information that is available for the perceiver
from the period of one eye fixation or from longer intervals. The reviewed experiments
have supported the argument that all the high acuity visual information is not received
at once, and instead, the perception is influenced by subjective construction of
representations. The following components of the construction process were identified:
the

general

knowledge

from

consistencies

of

the

environment,

short-term

accumulation of memories and low acuity peripheral vision. The researchers do not
have direct access to these accumulated representations, and their nature is inferred
from behavior in controlled experiments. For instance, the findings about change
blindness do not directly prove that there is no high acuity representation of the whole
visual field. However, the capacities that are not utilized are outside of the scope of
empirical behavioral research. Thus, this article has focused on the positive findings;
the capabilities in special circumstances (e.g., rapid presentation times) and the
tendencies in every-day situations.
In the event of change blindness, it is possible that the perceiver do not simply
compare the representations before and after the change (Simon & Silverman, 2004).
The explanation of Henderson and Castelhano is a well-specified process model that
exemplifies this possibility. The blindness that results from inattention can also be
explained by inability to consciously acknowledge the arrival of an object that is in fact
perceived. For instance, if these subjects are forced to choose between this and few
other alternatives, they select the correct alternative more often (36 %) than incorrect
one (4 %) (Mack & Rock, 1998). The rate of correct choices is relatively high, because
even the subjects who were consciously aware of the object arriving were accurate
about the identity only in half of the cases.
Change blindness is often not important or acknowledge during every-day activities
because the gaze directing is used for receiving the necessary information. Especially
during the motor activities, gaze is fixated to an object only as long as the required
information is obtained and the immediate purpose of each fixation is independent of
the other fixations (Hayhoe et al., 2003). Accordingly, Hayhoe and her colleagues have
interpreted their findings as a support for sensorimotor theory, which argues that the
visual scene acts as external memory. Perception has a special function during actions.
Nevertheless, the ability perceive changes is also influenced by visual saliency of the
features: size (spatial frequency), density of edges, local contrast differences, and
correlation between adjacent points (Henderson, 2003). However, when the scene is
meaningful, the effect of saliency diminishes. Subjective interests have significant
influence on selecting the gaze direction (Yarbus, 1967). The prerequisite for this effect
is the gist-related information about the spatial regions of interest (Navon, 1977).
Alternatively, studied subjects have been shown to make scanning eye movements as a
preparation for the following actions (Hayhoe et al., 2003). The high acuity vision is
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also likely to supplement gist-related knowledge and object identities in the natural
circumstances.
Horowitz and Wolfe (1998) have even made the exaggerated suggestion that there
would no accumulation of information at all between the fixations. In their
experiments of visual search, the subjects did not learn by making use of the
unchanged objects. Peterson et al. (2001), however, pointed out that these subjects had
learned to become faster even though the general accuracy of decision had not
improved, when the object were not changed. The amnesia interpreted by Horowitch
and Wolfe is likely to result from the presentation times that were shorter than the
latency for eye movements. Peterson et al. increased the presentation time and force
the search to become serial (include several eye movements). As a result, subjects still
re-fixated the unchanged objects, but not so often than when the objects were changed.
The idea of accumulation is also supported by Chun's (2000) theory of contextual
cueing. In his experiments the decisions about already seen natural images were more
accurate than with completely novel images.
The more philosophical literature has explained the purpose of visual perception in
two ways. First explanation argues that perceptual system attempts to represent the
external world as accurately as possible (especially in Marr, 1982). The alternative
sensorimotor theory (O'Regan & Noe, 2001), however, is currently more popular and
argues that the task of perception is to facilitation of actions (Gibson, 1972; 1977, more
lately Noë & Thompson, 2002). Sensorimotor theory emphasizes the perception of
contingencies that result from interaction of environment and actions.

Similarly

Neisser's (1976) theory of perceptual cycle strives toward more interactive perspectives
of perception. In the theory, the information is picked up, compared to expectations
and used to guide the actions, such as gaze direction. If the received information is
consistent with the expectations, the focusing fixation is not needed in that location.
Accordingly, the experimental results show that the gaze is fixated in average one
fixation earlier to the changed objects compared to unchanged ones (Parker, 1978).
Thus, peripheral vision influences the later accumulation of visual information.
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